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Art and Sculpture: a developmental way forward

Feasibility Study for Wells, Mendip and Surrounding Region

FOREWORD

The following independent study performs severalfunctions, it may be used
as a starting point for future art and design briefs, a reference document, and
a research and consultative working document. The holistic nature of the
study allows for it to perform these functions across many areas of social,
cultural, ecological, arts, environmental and economic sustainable
development. This study focuses in on key areas and issues but also provides
a broad overview.

While the City of Wells remains the main focus of the study, the City is not
viewed in isolation but within the larger regional, national and international
contexts. Elements of this study could be adopted in other areas.
Recommendations contained within these pages are made as a starting point

for consultation and discussion. An early adoption of some of the principles
included here may prevent the development of difficulties or the loss of
essential elements in the future.

The main challenge of this study will be the changing of hearts and minds
over time, and the integration of the traditional with the present and the future.
The main context of this study is founded in the philosophy that the past is as
dependent on the future as the future is dependent on the past. This inter-
dependency materialises in the present, and it is here that the relationship can

be viewed, foreseen and reviewed.

An open approach of "keeping the other alive and different" is an inclusive
policy of acceptance which has been adopted throughout this study.
Connections between the old and the new are more evident than divides, it is
a matter of perception. This study will also enable the forum and catalyst from
which synchronicity can be recognised, it is expected that hitherto separate
elements may find common ground on wlrich to develop a joint policy, working
relationship or pathway through references held within the document.

This study complements the publication of the feasibility study for a site
specific sculpture initiative in Shepton Mallet, The Journey, and refers to this
document as a developmental way fonruard"
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Art and Sculpture: a developmental way forward

Feasibility Study for Wells, Mendip and Surrounding Region

METHODOLOGY

"To provide far the needs af present generations without prejudging or
foregoing the needs of future generations to come". This agenda 21
statement is adopted for the study as a main point of reference and working
methodology.

The study draws together and applies new research material with preliminary
work previously undertaken, reports are given in appendices, including:

. Local, Regional, National and lnternational research and practice in the
sphere of Agenda 21 focus meetings and initiatives over the last five years
and Building Research papers.

. Social inclusion and equal opportunity education policy research and
practice University of Bath.

. Research and practice developed at The School of Spatial Design
Bournemouth and Poole College of Art and Design.

. Working experience with regional artists groups and collectives over the
past ten years.

. Advanced research into the application and expression of contemporary
arts practice within the'lnformation Age Society' and the'foresight'
initiative.

\Mth regard to the cunent restructuring of local government and the drawing
together of Shepton Mallet and Wells as a demographic area, the study
focuses on ways forward and is seen as a contribution to future
developments and initiatives taking place and to inform new projects for the
future.

ldeas, conceptual recommendations and findings contained within this study
are considered as starting points of focus for further discussion, debate and
cohsultation. lt is the collation and result of two years focused local research
and refers to ongoing socio-economic circumstances, contemporary art and
design practice, research, education, resources and experience across the art
and design and social and environmental disciplines.

Close attention has been given to challenges facing the locale and this study
seeks to have a comprehensive and inclusive overview of development within
the local, regional, national and international context. Developments and
concerns for the residents of Wells, Shepton Mallet, Glastonbury and Street,
have been considered and research has included involvement in several local
initiatives which have helped to inform this work. This study is intended to be
a valuable contribution to that overview and to aid strategic management for
sustainable development of the region.
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Art and Sculpture: a developmental way forward

Feasibility Study for hlells, Mendip and Surrounding Region

TNTRODUCTION

The City of Wells is "the jewel" identified by the Dean of the Cathedral, but is it
a hidden jewel? Are most strangers to the city carefully steered away from its
centre, travelling by vehicle around the city's perimeter, never to see its heart?
The City faces unique challenges, 300,000 international visitors a year to the
smallest city of Europe presents major management issues. Most visitors to
the city are here for a brief time, the Cathedral, possibly refreshments, and
toilets, are these visitors main experience of the city.

Wells is popular with elderly residents and is a safe and accessible town
centre, unusual enough in England today to be much sought after as a place
of retirement. Yet practically every week accidents on the uneven and
crowded pavements bring fear if not actual damage to individuals who live
here.

The city houses the largest comprehensive school in Somerset together with
a major public school and has a considerable teenage and young adult
population. Young people lack facilities in the city and boredom and
disempowerment often results in the familiar drink and drug related concerns
for the town. The lack of common ground has tended to result in a
polarisation between elderly and the youth.

The region is in a deprived rural zone, and there is a conflict between vested
interests in wealth and conservation, and needs to address rural poverty and
employment. There are some major industries, including hitech specialist
industries and major food manufacturer and distributors. The zoning of
industrial space and commercial and spiritual space is intensified in a small
area and has little coherence and structure.

To see why we need to revisit the reasons for the city's presence and
reconsider the birth of the Cathedral. lt seems obvious to state that Wells is a
city of water, that the Cathedral was built beside the wells, the source of water
and of life. lt is easy to view how the city's population increased to support
the Cathedral and that the fine and beautiful architectural qualities of this city
grew because of the city's water supply" However, the only sign we overtly
see of this water is in the gutter running down the High Street. There is little
evidence for this water, which runs deep underground. Few visitors enter the
Bishop's Palace to view the uells, and the moat is the only part of a river that
we €n see. lt is easy to forget why Wells is here.
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Change is resisted in order to preserve the past, and inertia results in large
and important sites in the town decaying while debates about their use move
endlessly back and forth between fear of intrusion and loss of the speci1c
qualities of Wells or threats to commercial advantage.

The changes current to the area present an opportunity for Wells to enter a
new millennium, retaining the integrity and strength of the past and embracing
and welcoming the new. lf we can acknowledge the impact of the ring road,
and review the affect on the town, we can begin to see that the diameter of
Wells has increased and we can manage this growth in a coherent way for
mixed use"

lf we can address the concerns of all residents, young and old, we can enable
a multi-generational, muti-cultural society of mutual concern and respect. We
can meet the challenges of protecting and meeting the concerns of the
residents and of welcoming the visitors in practical and life enhancing ways.

lf we can meet the vested interests of Mendip District Council, Wells City
Council, Wells Cathedral, local business people and residents in ways that
are of mutual benefit is this controversial, and is this reatty so hard to
achieve?

what we have is a heritage of resistance to change preventing growth. we
now have a larger area to grow into, more needs to meet and a movement
towards consensus that change is here.

This study contains some practical applications and solutions to some of the
issues covered. lt contains some innovative, challenging and visionary
concepts, together with tried and tested models of practice that have been
adopted in other regions to great effect.

The art and design working practices and methodologies employed in the
production of this document reveal an insight and recognition of the social,
cultural, economic and ecological needs of the region. Art is able to cross
divides not often accessible to other disciplines and this study seeks to
present a creative approach to addressing Wells' challenges.

ihis feasibility study for sculpture in Wells is not one which proposes a simple
heritage trail or fountain feature. The study aims to address the depth of 1-re
difficulties facing a coherent access plan for Wells and to make proposals for
ways forward and further discussion.

The views held within the study are a combination of professional practicing
artists and designers, a cross section taken from local residents and
discussion with other consultants.

The Monday Studio is located in wells, moving to wells two years ago, with
close associations with the area over the last twentyfive years. Monday is an
independent partnership and the study reflects a combination of both
objective and subjective observations.
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The Scavengers Daughter a Gruesome reminder of a cruel and inhumane past

Seen here in the courtyard of The City Arms, Wells



To clarify the role of the arts with regard to this study.

The arts are considered here as an integral and fundamental element to all
our daily lives and culture, being at the heart of our daily experience and
inclusive. Process is considered as being as important as the end product.
The arts are not considered as a secondary activity or as an add on, but are
seen as central to the holistic nature of this study and to the implementation of
initiatives contained within. The arts provide a valuable vehicle for the
exploration and progression of partnership and collaborative working practice
and as a focus for multi disciplinary collaboration, and the development of
ideas and concepts.

The role of art and design within this study employs the methodology and
discipline of site specific sculpture.

The traditional view of Sculpture as defined by the disciplines of carving,
modelling and construction has, with the advent of new technologies, grown to
include installation, interactive performance, spatial design and the
emergence and priority of site specific based works.

Carving has moved from commissioned patronage towards artistic
expressionism, modelling has developed and evolved in line with new
materials, construction or assemblage has also moved ahead with
technological advances. At the highest level science and art have continued
to work together in the exploration and application of creativity and innovation.

The traditional imposition of monumental sculpture has in the most part either
been replaced or complemented by comtemporary conceptual practice,
informed by site specifics. The discipline of sculpture moves far beyond
perceptions that sculpture equals statues. Statues are a very small part of
this art form and practice, an art that has increasingly moved towards a multi
disciplinary working practice" lt is a discipline that has progressed
beyond object based determinism, through constructivism, modernism, post
modernism, deconstruction towards transience and spatial installation. The
historic debates between tradition and the avant guard have always advanced
the arts disciplines over time.

Contgmporary arts practice has combined studio work with community based
contexts and working relationships of many partnerships in society, including
those with the manufacturing industry and science sectors. The economic and
cultural value of the arts far exceeds the amount of funding available. The arts
are an integral part of our culture and frequently under estimated, under
valued and misunderstood, The nature of the art and design disciplines is one
of intenelated diversity. lt is an extremely rich and broad field, with creativity
as its environment.
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Gontemporary Arts Practice

Site Specific sculpture concentrates on the environmental, social, ecological
and contextual sensitivities of a specific site. ln order to respond to the nature
of a site, provide for an appropriate need and identify or enhance the holistic
relationship between the work produced (including the process) at the given
site and people's interaction with it, from conceptualisation through to
materialisation, and over time. This methodology is in direct opposition to the
philosophy of imposition, exclusivity and the'no touch lavt'. This latter
approach has become known as'parachute art', for example sculptures that
bear little reference to the plae,e in wlrich they are placed, such as some of the
steel sixties sculptures in Street.

Sculpture is still used to honour or deify causes, a prime example of this
would be Nelson's Column or the many empirical statues celebrating the
individual achievements of individuals. The Plinth to a statue can become a
barrier and the pedestal deliberately places the statue or sculpture out of
physical, emotional or experiential interaction with the viewer in order to
engender a sense of superiority or domination" The viewer is intended to feel
a sense of awe and is represented as insignificant, or of lesser value than the
symbol represented on high. ln the present age of social inclusion, equality of
opportunity, access and cultural change fewer and fewer monuments in this
genre are commissioned for public spaces.

The commission of a monumental work that challenges our traditional
perceptions or mind sets and provokes responses that are not only of an
intellectual nature but also emotional and subjective. Sculpture performs
functions that can provoke subtle or immediate changes in cultural
development, reflecting back issues of social and economic importance.
Work of a contentious nature often performs many valuable cultural functions.

Contemporary sculpture is a complex and challenging subject, as relevant to
our present times as it ever was. Monumental sculpture has a relevant social
and economic context relevant in its time to elevate and produce heroic
figures as symbols of their time. However many important contemporary
works of our time celebrate or identify issues of cultural importance and site
qpecific relevance, for example Anthony Gormley's 'Angel of The North'. This
work, produced in the ship yards at a time of economic difficulty, keeping
many skilled steelworkers employed and helping to not only to support and
celebrate their craft, but also further developments in technology and
structural problem solving. This vrork is a monument to the community that
produced it, a land mark by which to orientate and a symbol with which to
identify. The experiential qualities are comparative to being at the keel level of
a large ship in dry dock, the sense of awe is enhanced by the recognition of
the immense collective effort of its production, the scale of its presence and
the strength of its symbolism of the human spirit and endeavour.

Another example of exceptional quality was Rachael Whiteread's 'House'
winner of the Turner prize. This was a work that challenged planning and
development issues specific to the site. lt not only exposed the interior space
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of a tenaced house but drew attention to the absence of the rest of the terrace
and the issues involved in the demolition of this housing by developers, and
the homelessness prevalent in the area. Having won the most prestigious art
prize in Britain, the planning authority placed a demolition order on the work.
Had the sculpture been allowed to remain it would have been adopted and
changed by those visiting it, graffiti and the ability to mark the work was part of
the concept, and the preservation of a public park space was ensured. This
example also highlights the temporary and transient elements of
contemporary sculpture practice. Another example is that of the temporary
works of Andy Goldsworthy, where transience itself is part of the art work, the
immediacy of the present being integral to and paramount in the work.

Works by sculptors Henry Moore, Elizabeth Frink, Chris Drury, Barlcara
Hepworth or Richard Long and many others were originally produced with the
intention that they should be touched, interacted with and change over time.
The nature of the materials used provide for a longevity that far exceeds any
attempt to deface. ln reality many artists accept periods when vandalism
occurs to the work, and accept this as part of the public life of the work. Many
other artists are concerned with the more transient qualities of the works, and
the effects of nature and interactions over time.
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SECTION 2, Part 1 Gontext

Wells, Gity of Sculpture

The West front of Wells Cathedral is one of the best known facade sculptures
in the world. Facade sculpture tells a story, gives instructions and warnings,
has humorous insights and disturbing elements. This facade sculpture is a
visual history book. The facade is at once the starting point and the
domination over all other sculpture in Wells. ln fact, particularly wlren
compared to its twin town, there is practically no other art or sculpture visible
in the city.

Sculpture can be used to point the way, map a journey and identify
characteristics, or it can be used to tell a story, make a point, or have an
affect. our starting point for this feasibility study is why have any other
sculpture in Wells?

This brings us back to considering what are the challenges facing the town?

Art and the community

The notion and perception that the past was always better than the present
and that the future does not bode well could be considered as a social
malaise at best and a terminal social disease at worst. The roots of this
collective obsession lie in the individual's life experience and an overwlrelming
sense of disempowerment. A feeling of social paranoia regarding change can
grow in such an environment, and an increased sense of anxiety and social
isolation can develop. lt is these feelings of deep anxiety that are
manipulated and used in social control.

The fear element within a culture has been used historically to control the
population. ln the present the means of control are much more subtle than in
the past. A visit to the City Arms in wells can quickly dispel any romantic
notions of the past, the instruments of control are disturbing, their presence
reinforces feelings of present day anxiety. There is a disparity between the
actual crime figures for the local region and the perceived feelings of
insecurity.

Historically the religious doctrines fed this fear in order to emphasise and
retain their own position of power over others and dominion and saviour. Yet
spiritual communities are often the most giving and supportive groups for
multi-cultural faith. Why then in a city of culture and faith is the expression of
this fear dominant in our local press? ls it a true reflection of the collective
psyche of Wells, do we reflect the fears of Jerusalem, or are we in fact victims
of media hype?

Our culture is changing yet there remains an underlying denial of fear in our
society and a bully culture still pervades. Localised bigotry, racism and
sexism remain within institutions and permeate down through insular family



relationships" The fears of the unknown, the different and the future can inhibit
and constrain the learning process holding back understanding, acceptance
and the joy of life long learning. As we move towards a more European
integrated, ecumenical and multi-cultural society, the nature of our community
needs are changing.

The population of Wells is perceived as being of an older age grouping yet in
reality the area has one of the largest comprehensive schools in Somerset,
the Blue School, together with the prestigious Cathedral School. The provision

for this large number of young people is disproportionately low. A significant
proportion of the town's trade is derived from this younger population.

New developments, conservation proposals and pro.lects do not appear to

cater for the needs of this age group but predominantly focus on the visitor,
tourist and older age range. When proposals are made for the youth they
engender significant opposition and resistance. Skateboards are not art, the
west front of the cathedral is. The young feel unwanted and noisily, obviously,
in the way.

The elderly residents of the town feel increasingly under siege" They time
their walks up the High Street to avoid school lunch hours. They feel unsafe
to go out to evening classes in the evening in case they have to walk home
past a noisy group of teenage drinkers. They fear to sit in the park beside a

favourite band stand hang out. Art is a peaceful park and a walk round the
moat.

And who are these noisy frightening intruders? Why, they are the grandsons

and daughters of those wlro fear them. And the homeless busking in
Penniless Porch are there as they have ever been, recalling hundreds of
years of poverty. Our increasing heritage, this divide between the haves and

have nots is the challenge for the next millenium.

Conservation and Preservation

ln the future it will be the new generation that will be responsible for the

upkeep and preservation of heritage initiatives undertaken now. lt will be their

choice in the future as to whether they consider preservation as a priority

concern, lf the needs of the young are not enabled adequately now there will
be no value associated with such projects in the future.

The post war generation found the need to relate to conservation and
preservation of pre war heritage in the face of rebuilding a social, economic,
political and commercial infrastructure. The needs of the present generation

and an increased environmental awareness remain the same yet differ in
respect of sustainable development. Preservation may not be sustainable -

an ecological, evolutionary conservation may be.

An example of ecological sustainable conservation would be the management
of woodland. A wood land is an organic ecosystem that changes. At what



point do we preserve it? lt is not possible to do so without taking away the
basic ecological balance of growth.

Another example is Wells Cathedral to restore this magnificent structure to its
former glory would entail the painting of the west front and here we have a
dilemma: not to paint it means a cycle of stone replacement as it degrades
over time; to repaint it would, in the first instance, cause controversy and
begin a twenty year cycle of repainting. Again preservation is not an option,
only an ongoing continual process of renewal.

The local community is also subject to ecological and environmental change
to preserve it would be to paralyse and suspend it in time. Cultural change is
a continual ecological process, as natural as the most complex of diverse
ecosystems. We may think we can control this process but we cannot, a
monoculture is synthetic and requires a constant reinforcement and
controllable regime. This is not sustainable. lt is not possible to artificially
create a community, one can only provide an environment in which
community can develop, change, grow and thrive.

Localised Barriers and Boundaries

The integration of a multi-cultural society brings further challenges for the
future. Locally there is an increasing tendency towards the reinforcement of
barriers and boundaries. There are Some areas of convergence and some
areas of separation.

The planning strategy has reinforced physical boundaries and barriers
through the use of zoning and the reinforcement of conservation and heritage
areas, without the sufficient relaxation of planning constraints outside of these
designated areas. Cultural polarisation has occuned within the zones of
development and this polarisation has manifest in extreme cases, causing
conflict within the wider community.
There are very few recent proposals for development of any kind without a
public outcry or protest being voiced. This process is one of democratic
correct due process and part of the necessary consultation procedure. Some

. of the complexity and issues raised are due, however, to conflicting and
vested interests maintaining the status quo.

There does not seem to be a consensus that sustainable development and
change is either welcomed or valued by the overall community. There also
appears to be a ghetto or siege mentality evolving that is neither healthy nor
constructive and which reinforces feelings of intolerance and frustration.

Two examples of the growth of insular and increasingly isolated communities
within the Wells and Shepton Mallet area are the developments at Field Farm,

Canards Grave Road in Shepton Mallet, and the Recreation area in Wells.
Both cases have issues of private and public use and the relationship
between social integration and isolation. The proposed sculpture initiative
called the'Journey' sought to address some of these issues in Shepton



Mallet. The proposed Skateboard area in Wells sought to break down some of

the bariers and compliment the rejuvenation of the Market Place.

There is a real opportunity for the arts to contribute towards the breaking

down of a number of the perceived barriers and boundaries within the

community and to contribute to a number of specific sites, initiatives and

forthcoming events in Wells and Shepton Mallet. The arts can address the

conflict between safe space and social activity and consider barriers and

meeting points through which this process can take begin to take place.

These are covered in the site specific section of this study.

Commonality and Difference

The issues of accessibility, equal opportunity and social inclusion are

applicable to all the changes occurring within our culture, and local

communities are not unique or impervious to the changes reflected nationally

and globally, To embrace and further the reforms and changes is the only way

forwird. tVlany of the anxieties about future changes are unfounded as many

of the changes have already occurred.

A growing acceptance of cultural difference acknowledges the need for

diversity and equality of access. ln the areas of gender, 89e, race, disability

and soiial inclusion, increasingly the arts and technology are being used as

an important catalyst, conduit and vehicle for this change. The arts and artists

are at the forefront of the cultural change.

The commonality and difference reflected in the arts can be seen to both be

influential, observational, and to provide examples of changing cultural needs

and development. The archaeological disciplines recognise the value of art

and craft in the research of previous civilisations and cultures, yet work of a

temporary nature is not so easily researched or disseminated. This may have

been of equal cultural and social significance at the time.

An adopted policy for the increase in new audiences and participation in the

arts has replaced the function of arts based curriculum activity as the

emphasis on academic, literacy and numeracy have taken precedence in the

educational system. Government policy has reduced the number of art

colleges and the nature of art and design learning has been changed or

subsumed within the University structures.

Community arts activity is one of the growth areas supported by government

policy. The growing number of art groups in the region signifies the demand

bnO growth in this lrea. ln the face of increasing cut backs in all sectors of

publ'rc and private sector funding, combined with the encouragement of
partnership led initiatives the arts profession is increasingly encouraged to

compromise and adjust proposals to fit funding criteria. The result may be that

many more artists will continue to support their own practice independently'

An equal partnership model that respects commonality and difference and

acknowledges the arts profession could be promoted.



Gontroversy

There are Some of positive and some negative aspects to controversy, but
controversy always accompanies contemporary art. Controversy is a
controversial subject in itself. lt is often avoided, shied away from or simply
dismissed, one of the values of controversy is that it stimulates debate, draws
attention to issues that people do not want to discuss or wish to avoid. lt can
polarise opinions and reveal true feelings. lt can also reveal ignorance or lack
of understanding.

Controversy has a place and a time and performs a valuable function
particularly within the contemporary arts field, it can be of real value in
highlighting perceptions or hidden agendas. The value of a debate that a work
of art can stimulate could far exceed the initial value of the work and may
even arise unintentionally as an outcome. lf controversy provokes too fierce a
debate, boundaries may be re-enforced unless the debate is resolved with
understanding. With a resolution, perceived boundaries and barriers can be

broken down, but this can take time. The strength of a work of sculpture can

in some instances be measured by the initial controversy surrounding it, and
the consequent acceptance of it over time. Works that resonate at a deeper
level as well as at a superficial level often attract and suffer from controversy,
failing to be realised at the time, it is only in later years that a deeper
understanding of the work can be disseminated.

Sculptures can grow on you. The stronger the emotional response, the more
valid the work. lt is not a matter of like or dislike, it is a matter of the strength
of the response. Controversy is a double edged sword, an example of this is
when a work having been placed in the public view stimulates a controversial
debate. The debate follows its course the issues are discussed, the work
gains an acceptance, in the meantime decisions are made to remove the work
on the basis of the initial response. The work is removed, controversy once
again arises, this time in support of the removed work. A classic example of
tl-ris was Rachael Whiteread'S'House', winner of the Turner prize and now
gone forever. A valuable contemporary work of art in its own right, permanent

in its nature, transient in its presence and a siEnificant conceptual work that
challenged the development proposals for the site of the work, thereby
providing a priceless contribution to the planning authority and development
and homelessness debate.

There are different levels of controversy dependent on the specific issues and
understanding involved, combined within a context and site specifics. With
regard to sculpture it may be appropriate to produce a sculpture for one
location and not cause any controversial debate at all, however if positioned in

another place and context, a furious debate may erupt.

Localised examples of this include the sculpted figure of Christ on the West
Front of Wells Cathedral, the Siren stones on the Wells to Glastonbury
Cycleway, the'Journey' proposals for Shepton Mallet and the'Casting The
Light lnstallation' for Wells Cathedral.
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Localised community involvement does not necessarily avoid controversy.
The 'Angel of the North' and 'House are both examples of this. Local
communities were closely involved with both works in different ways. 'House'
included the local residents in the preservation and provision of a park and the
re-housing of the homeless in inner city London office development proposals.
The Angel of the North provided work for redundant steel workers in the
shipyards of Tyneside.

Social and community inclusion and involvement

Arts initiatives that support artist in residency programmes perform a valuable
tangible connection with the social and cultural developments and changes
within the community. An increase in community involvement in arts practice,
participation and a widening of arts audiences and access increases
understanding and learning. When combined with a learning for life policy
through workshop programmes a valuable community asset can be formed.

The Artist in Residency concept is a tried and tested successful model for the
dissemination of a different perspective, and can influence and raise
awareness of many different issues. These initiatives have an important role
in the cultural groMh of understanding within the region, there is both value
and experience to be gleaned from them. The value of an outside perspective
can be profound and of great value to the community and artist alike.
However there are many existing professional artists living in the locality that
neither feel supported or accepted for the valuable work that they do on a
daily basis within the community.

The quality of our daily lives is constantly being enriched by the artistic
community. We are surounded by an environment that has been designed,
moulded, shaped, formed and built by generations of artists, designers and
crafts people. From the telephones we use to the streets we walk on, every
thing we see and experience has been created or represented in the artists
workshop or studio, there is not an art and design divide in the nature of
creativity, only in the vested interests of control. There are strong links
between the ecological and sustainable development philosophy and the work
of the modern contemporary artist as well as in more traditional art and craft
practitioners.
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SECTION 2, Parl2: Policy and Developments

Artist Groups and Artist lead lnitiatives

The majority of successful artist lead groups and initiatives have been
developed by artists themselves. Those wlro seek to extend and develop
their own practice as artists. The partnership working model can produce

results, however artistic and creative compromise can reduce the chance of
success. A common shared objective that encompasses each partner's
agenda has to be present. Collaborative working is a difficult and complex
process that requires time and effort on the part of attthe partners involved. A
shared common aim and objective must be more than the surface shared
need of funds.

Sherborne Contemporary Arts is an appropriate case study that highlights the

issues of funding collaboration for the renovation of Sherborne House through
English Heritage. Living contemporary artists are as relevant to the cultural,

social, economic and environmental health of the region as the preservation

of the work of artists from the past. (see the living heritage model, 'The

Journey' and'Regeneration')

The creative process as a whole is not controllable, elements of it may
however be extremely controlled. The creative process is a multi-layered
rhythm that moves between periods of constant activity, sporadic and
intense activity and periods of deep reflection and gestation. lt is a process

that text alone can not convey.

One can not artificially create or motivate a creative focus, one can only

enable an environment in which creativity can develop. This is why so many

artists love redundant industrial or old buildings and spaces. The space and

freedom of such spaces enables the creative process. The creative process is

dynamic, the energy is cumulative. lt is also impossible to control, this is why
artists and creative people within any culture are always regarded as a threat
by those wlro seek to control, yet they are also the very members of that
culture who improve the quality of all our lives. lf one regards the words of
artist Joseph Beuys "any one who engages wiflt what they do and endeavours

. to do it ta the best of their ability, witfi a passion, they are considered to be an

artist." and the words of Sir Hugh Cassons "Art is Life".

The potential for enabling the work of many artists in the region through the

use of redundant buildings, community initiatives, artist residency
programmes, artist lead initiatives, and partnership initiatives is

infinite and only limited by the constraints on imagination.

The Living Heritage Model

The living heritage model has a modern relevance for traditional art and craft

skills. The over romantic fantasy of a perceived medieval lifestyle does not

help the conservation of the historic buildings in Wells. The glorification and

the predominant fixation with the portrayal of a glorious past (that for the



majority of people at the time did not exist) does little to further the practice of
traditional art and craft skills in the present. An example of this was the laying
off of masons and sculptors during the winter months during construction of
the cathedral and the death toll during its construction. Many of the craftsmen
who built our cathedrals moved from site to site accordingly. Most of the stone

cutting and carving was not actually performed on site.

Today there is a need for much of the information to be presented as an

historical record and as a valuable point of reference for the public, residents
and visitors alike. The provision of a workshop and gallery space to show sell

and receive commissions for modern contemporary stone sculpture as well as

many other associated crafts, such as stained glass, metal working and wood

carving would be an opportunity to introduce the historic context within a
modern relevance. This would not be a tourists memento or trinket shop,

however some of the custom may be from visitors to Wells. This would be an

architectural sourcing centre that would produce works across the historical
boundaries, from a small number of reproductions towards the making of
more modern original works.

The value and relevance of traditional skills and practices are their application
to the present day use of materials. ln this way traditional practices are kept

alive, evolve and change to meet the demands of the present and to prepare

for the demands of the future. The preservation of carved statuettes within
supposedly sealed controlled environments does nothing to help keep
traditional skills alive and removes and alienates the viewer from such

objects. ln the future the care of such objects will, over time, become
i ncreasingly difficult.

Living practicing artists hold the key to the preservation of, and an increase in
the understanding of, their skills and abilities and therefore the objects
produced. lf they are not supported, the craft dies. lt is then a matter of
researching written text or archaeology to attempt to retrieve forgotten or lost

information. lt is only through the physical practice itself that a true
understanding of stone carving can be accessed. One cannot adequately
describe the artist's work through text alone, possibly poetry can come close.

Examples of this are in the case studies on the lsle of Portland, Tout and
. lnmost Hay projects run by Hanah Stofer, or the case study of the Shute Farm

project run by Fran Britten.

A growing interest and revival of the craft of stone carving will ensure a

sustainable future in this field but if it is supported both in the commission of
new works and in the enabling of developmental space and time, many more

benefits will be gained.

A percent for art policy, building specification and planing authority guidelines

can encourage the use of stone carving in many ways. Both traditional and

contemporary works in stone can be of far greater aesthetic, constructional
and added monetary value than many other imported to site materials. This
can be extended to include moulded reconstituted stone and concrete



materials and materials and skills employed by sculptors to model or produce
other works.

Wells Cathedral is one example where monumental masonry and traditional
stone carving practice is preserved. Here traditional practice is employed in
the refurbishment and continual restoration of the fabric of the cathedral, by
the nature of the work the commissioning remains highly prescriptive and
defined within given parameters. Wells Cathedral has been described as a
work of Sculpture, and like many other cathedrals it still dominates both the
physical and socio economic geography of its immediate surroundings. This
perhaps explains the use of the phrase that Wells is not a city that has a
Cathedral but a Cathedral that has a City.

An adoption of the living heritage model allows for change, evolution and
sustainable development. lt is an alternative to a preservation model that does
not ensure the survival of the objects or the craft. The underlying principles of
sculpture and its social, economic and commercial relevance have not
changed since the stone age wl-ren flint knapping possibly started the
discipline!

ldentity: Local, District, Regional, National and lnternational

The identity of Wells seems to be fairly stable and static. Wells is a cathedral
city, one of the smallest in Europe, with the longest surviving example of a
mediaeval street. The focus for Wells is the market place, w{lich has regular
market days and the High Street, and the centre of attention and the prime
tourist attraction is the Cathedral.

ln the last thirty years the region has experienced a dramatic increase in
visitor numbers. For Wells Cathedral, figures have increased to between 300-
400,000 per year. This must, however be seen in context and compared with
other statistics of transient population figures in the region. The Bath and
West Showground, for example, with The Royal Bath and West Show
estimated at 400,000 visitors alone, or the Pilton Festival and Glastonbury
Contemporary Arts Festival with combined figures of perhaps 200,000. Visitor
numbers to Cheddar Caves or Wookey Hole are also on the increase. Wells is

.an important local tourist attraction and religious centre, yet visitor figures
remain comparative to Glastonbury Tor.

Wells appears to manage its visiting population well and the visitors do not
impinge to an enormous extent on the residents of the town. On a summer
Sunday the city is a heaving mass of international activity. On a rainy wintry
evening it is a ghost town.

There is little contemporary culture evident in the city, Wells is devoid of any
public contemporary exhibition spaces, developments at Wells museum could
provide at least one small venue. There is only one small art gallery in the
centre of torrvn. Traditional craft is represented but geared only towards the gift
market, there are no partnership initiatives between contemporary practising

artists and heritage or lottery projects. A comparative case study with



Sherborne in Dorset shows some of the ways in wt'rich this could be
addressed (see case study one.)

There are events, Music on the Green, Cathedral concerts, the Carnival and
there are numerous cafes, small shops and banks. Wells appears to have
several distinct populations: the cathedral staff, the visiting tourist population
(temporary); the cathedral school residents and pupils and comprehensive
school pupils; the elderly resident population; local employers and business
people and local residents. ln addition the city serves a substantial rural
population. These populations appear to move through this small town like
separate streams, not necessarily in contact with each other.

Wells as a City has a strong identity yet the very feature that the city is named
from is not openly or readily accessible. Access to the wells themselves is
through the Bishops Palace Garden. Visitors and residents alike are not able
to directly access the very feature from which the city identity stems. The
Cathedral takes precedence to the north and The Bishops Palace to the
south.

Perhaps the key phrase to the identity of Wells is that of the French
philosopher in "keeping the other alive and different". This study proposes the
use of sculpture to enhance the identity of Wells.

Sustainable transport and access

The sub urban coridor, out of town supermarket with corporate identity and
new light industrial estate are some of the elements that have standardised
the landscape on approaches to the villages, towns and cities of Britain.
Another example of this process has been the use of standardised street
furniture, railings, signage, bollards, seating etc. Large amounts of vertical
and horizontal metal work are used in our streets on an aesthetic, conscious
and subconscious level this has a deep and profound affect. These elements
combined with many others hinder or obscure previously easily identifiable
land marks, important orientation tools, and frequently do not enhance the
quality of life or raise the human spirit in fact the opposite may be observed.

Vandal prooflng has increasingly reinforced a hands off, no go clinical
brutalism, and a sense of disempowerment is perpetuated. A landscape, be it
urban or rural, has been over time continuously changed. Moulded, carved or
constructed it has literally been sculpted from the macro to the micro level.
Whilst enforced boundaries and barriers have been erected, desire lines have
been created, the human urge to wander and sense of liberated freedom has
maintained pathways and tracks open in spite of fences and walls. As human
beings in our daily lives we impart our own identity on the place where we live,
work and play, this is a two way process, at the same time our environment,
shapes and informs us, (see'make your mark' case study).

As we have moved towards the car as the preferred option of transport our
environment has become standardised to accommodate it. In a relatively
short time we have grown to accept this" lt is only now that with a policy



reversal and the move tourards public transport, a change in working practice
and pedestrianisation can take place. We are then left with the legacy of an
environment that is not of human scale but of car scale. Even with the move
towards public transport, standardised catalogue specifications are used, bus
shelters being a prime example, and visitors to Wells remain lost, flrstly
unable to find the city, then unable to find the Cathedral, finally unable to find
the toilets or the route to return to their cars. Wells is not a large city, why is it
so confusing to the visitor?

Some important infrastructure decisions will have to be taken concerning the
transport networks in Wells. An increase in visitor numbers and the use of
larger coaches combined with increasingly larger delivery lorries, more
frequent bus, taxi and personal car use has put extra demands on the road
system. Primary areas in need of constant repair and maintenance are . The
Market Place, High St, Sadler St, Cathedral Green, Broad St, Queen St, St
Cuthbert St and Chamerlain St. The Market Place and High Street are areas
of particular concern.

The use of medieval building construction methods and cobbled surfaces
combined with the use of modern materials and practices is causing a
problem as increasing weight and frequent use over time dislodge more stone
work from points of increased weakness. Much of the older paving in the
market place originally acted as a floating layer held in place laterally by a
stone boundary the equivalent of a horizontal stone wall. modern tyres with
increased road holding and larger weights act as a rubber plunger causing
increased suction and accumulative small movements develop into more
serious effects over a short time. Ongoing repairs are inevitably moving
towards daily upkeep.

Shortly only two options or solutions will become evident: one being
comprehensive pedestrianisation, or two a complete resurfacing programme.
Wells may wish to present itself as a medieval city, however although the
relief road has removed some of the pressures of increased traffic, the end of
the millennium has seen a dramatic increase in the use of side roads and high
streets, even in the last five years. ln the event that Wells adopts a pedestrian
policy sculptural street furniture may be of value in maintaining a local identity
rather than a catalogue aesthetic.

Much work is still needed to be done if our environment is to become user
friendly for all, with the provision of equality of access with regard to disability.
A raising of the standards of access does not necessarily mean standardised
provision, it can also mean customisation, site and needs specific. Diversity is
one of the key elements to sustainability, yet this diversity has to be built in to
the decision making process at an integral and fundamental level.
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Applied Site Specifics

This section of the study covers a number of specific sites in Wells and their
individual requirements or proposals. All sites can be adopted as individual
percent for art initiatives, or as part of a collective percent for art policy within
the planning criteria.

Common to all sites included in this study is the recommendation that street
furniture, barriers, seating and signage etc be incorporated in a percent for art
policy. This would enable a local and regional identity to evolve that would
encompass diversity and relate directly to the local art, craft and design
professions.

Sites covered include:

r Water Logic (an introduction to water features)
. Water ways and water features for Wells
. The Market Hall
. Wells Museum
. The White Building
. Skate Board, Rollerblading and BMX facility
. Schools
. The Recreation Ground
. The Leisure Centre
. Hosptals
. Priory Mills
. Sheldon Jones Engineering Works
. Regal Cinema
o Cold Store site
o Transport terminal
. Footpaths and Cycle ways
. Public conveniences and amenities

. o Car Parks
. Bishops Palace
. Wells Cathedral

' Web site
. Site specific summary



Water Logic

Within the context of a developmental concept of culture, and the framework
of cultural, social, technological and political change, the continuation of
conservation and preservation work will in the future undergo radical reform.
Changes to the national cathedral commission and structural changes will
affect the next fifty years of developments concerning all of the cathedrals of
Britain, including Wells" An increasing focus on the economic activity at the
cathedral and the possible necessity to provide for its oranr future conservation
will have to be catered for. Traditional sculpture, both commissioning of new
work and the process involved in its production, may perform a valuable
source of revenue in the future

This focus on the Cathedral in Wells perpetuates the hidden quality of the
wells which supply of water and are the reason Wells exists. The undeniable
elemental strength of water has been the subject, in Wells, of an imposition of
a historical synthetic boundary denoting ownership and power. Whilst the
wells remain hidden and only accessible from the Bishop's palace, the
Cathedral takes precedence, a strategic necessity at the time the cathedral
was built. However, in the light of climatic change and an increase in the
water table, combined with a rise in sea level, this situation may conspire in
the future to bring possible new challenges with regard to the existing
cathedral structure. Further pressure may be exerted on the welrs
themselves, for example, in the light of future building plans.

Ecological and environmental concerns regarding water purity are not
restricted to the wells but have important implications for the river Sheppy
other streams and the Somerset Levels.

The water ways of wells are such an important yet hidden feature in both the
working functions of the city and in the enhancement of quality of life, many of
the sites covered in this study cover the integration and use of these water
ways in different ways.

Water Ways and Water features for Wells.

With regard to many of the sites covered in this study an appropriate theme
for sculptural initiatives would be'water' This could be interpreted in the
broadest sense, in different ways, perhaps making abstract references to the
environmental aspects. ln recent years new development in Wells has not
taken full advantage of the practical and aesthetic value of using the water
ways. lt has been the policy to cover or pipe water under ground out of view
or build in such a way as to obscure it's presence, the Tesco site is a prime
example.

Having open flowing waterways is a positive move towards a more pleasant
and ecologically sound environment. The site specific section of this study
shows ways in which this policy could be implemented in each of the sites
individually. The exposure of St Andrews Stream in all new development
sites is highlighted.



Water as an integrated part of developments in Wells would reinforce the
localised identity and sense of place. The opening up of access via a footpath
following the paths of streams and the renovation and provision of new
conduits that link these open streams would link the journey on foot from one
end of town to the other.

A new water feature in the centre of the market place would re energize the
centre of what at present is becoming dead space, with decreasing public
activity to the south and east boundaries. The regular weekly market would be

redesigned to accommodate such a feature at the centre of activity, with the
repositioning of temporary stalls around the boundaries facing in towards the
centre.

Water Feature Options

This study considers six options for water features for Wells.

1 Contemporary organic flow form and aeration fountain.
2 Decorative traditionalfeature.
3 Contemporary conceptual work.
4 To improve the appreciation of the wells.
5 Replacement of existing drinking fountain.
5 To leave as is.

1 Contemporary organic flow form and aeration fountain.

This option would be to provide an example of open natural water purification

and as a feature would head the central conduit within the market place. An

art and design brief would cover the functional and integrated aesthetic so as

to act as a purifying structure. Flow forms are based on the natural flow of
water over a long distance that purifies it, the distance travelled and the
directional elements of motion are condensed over a shorter distance. When
combined with aeration, in the form of a fountain, the water is cleansed of
impurities and bacterial groMh. lt is usual to complement this activity with
the planting of reed beds, however it would be possible to replicate the
actions of reeds within the proposal. Water is siphoned up the centre of
individual reed stems, impurities are trapped and organically processed by the

inner core of the stem and cleaned. This function could be built into the design
as an artificial form.

There is a strong artistic, social, environmental and economic case for this

option, the aesthetic form would be contemporary, modern and not merely of
decorative function. Traditional skills could be applied in a modern way and

the functionality fit for its purpose. This would be a recommended option.



Decorative monumental traditional feature.

A decorative traditional monumental structure, would be symbolic of the
heritage reference to sculpture in Wells, however any attempt to replicate or
to copy features present on the west front of the cathedral, or to use the
gothic style would cause aesthetic and experiential issues. lt would not be
possible to address the issue of visual impact or the experiential discomfort of
being to close to the objects portrayed. Such a structure would compete,
being too close to an interpretation of the cathedral aesthetic. Such a
monumental work would need a considerable viewing distance and articulated
relationship to the cathedral. This is one of the reasons that the water feature
currently at the junction of the High street and Sadlers Street does not work
well. Visually it is also an isolated vertical structure, inaccessible other than
from the central island, (See option 5 for more details)

There is not an historical reference or visible remnants of any structure
present to legitimise replication or restoration, therefore the opportunity to
create something new that refers to the present and the future would be
appropriate.

3 Contemporary conceptual work. ( a transient temporary idea)

Any contemporary conceptual work will, by it's nature, be controversial. The
justification of such a work would have to be thought through very carefully
and it may not be possible to have a permanent feature of this kind. However
this would have to be considered in the light of conservational issues, and this
theme could be adopted and used as a point of focus for debate. Certainly
the value of challenging work wor-rld in itself would bring considerable benefits
to the City with regard to increased interest to visitors, media coverage and
promotion. A good comparative example is that of the Art for Salisbury Arts
festival.

One aspect of this could be a temporary series of installation works with a
limited time scale dictated. The provision of a central water supply could be
accommodated and a programme of works commisnioned. A biennial
competition could be organised, to include a voting system open to the
community for the selection of each biennial work. Entries to the selection
could be sponsored by the private and public sectors.

The sculptural concept could produce spin of ideas for the design of
temporary water supply points in areas of severe drought, or the provision of
clean water supply in the developing world. Combined with a wishing well
collection point for associated charitable works.

There is a strong artistic, social, environmental and economic case for this
option, the aesthetic form would be contemporary, modern and not merely of
decorative function. The art and design focus and possible opportunities for
research and development of new materials and approaches as well as the
educational value of an ongoing project would be advantages. This would be
a recammended option.



4 To improve the appreciation of the wells.

present proposals to upgrade and enhance the historical presentation of the

Bishop's Palace for visitors will continue to include : access to the wells and

will stress their importance, along with the associated water features also

providing a fully documented starting point for a water related journey of

discovery through the history and built fabric of the city.

The historical barriers and links set up to both control and share this vital

resource over the centuries will be fundamental to this story.

This option would be complementary to the currently proposed developments

for the cathedral.

5 Replacement of existing drinking fountain.

The replacement of the feature at the junction of Sadler St and the High

Street, with a lower ground level feature would improve the open aspect to the

entry to the market place. (The feature may more appropriately then be re-

locaied near the bishops barn as a recreational facility). This would visually

improve the aspect of the high street and market square aesthetic. A
replacement feature could be equally as strong in experiential terms without

impairing the open nature of the market square entry'

At present the strong vertical nature of this object is neither welcoming nor

attiactive. Being an example of neo gothic replication it not only appears

isolated and out of place but does not perform the necessary function for

which it was designed. The aesthetic does however disorientate the sensory

experience of what should be an open entry to a busy public space. The

historic reference is also somewhat confused.

6 To leave as is.

This is an option that could be adopted, however the consequences of leaving

the market place devoid of any focal point of interest does discourage activity

further, in the centre of town. A sense of activity movement and life would

improve this area.

An example of dead space in Shepton Mallet caused by the closed Amulet

centre could be compared with the empty market hall in wells. without a

central feature within the market place attention is naturally drara,rn to the

issues of vulnerabiliy within such a space. ln the event of a rejuvenation policy

of market place management being adopted, to leave this space open would

be to let a valuable opportunity to provide an additional focus go

unrecognised.



The Market Place and recommendations for water feature proposals

The market place in Wells has undergone a radical change, this change has
been reflected nationally and is now progressing at a faster pace than ever
before. These changes are the physical manifestations of the
cultural and social changes within society. The traditional centre of towns
were based on the historical model of a square bordered by four main
instititions, The Church, The Bank, The Civic Tovrrn Hall, The Corn Market and
Merchants Boarding Houses. All four institutions had a direct link to the
functions of the market itself.

With the onset of institutional change, and the ways in ufiich they perform
their functions, it became less important to maintain a high profile grand
building in the centre of every tourr. Commercial, social, industrial and
economic activity has changed.

The majority of visitors to Wells do not stay long enough in the town to fully
experience some of the overall value of the City and all it has to offer. Many
are delivered as close to the Cathedral as possible stay long enough to visit
the Cathedral itself and perhaps See the Bishops Palace, then back to the
coach and on wards to Street and Glastonbury. Very little revenue
consequently is spent in the High Street from these visitors. Most of the
revenue in the High Street is from local residents and longer stay visitors by
car.

The regeneration of the Market Place should take account of the needs of
younger people as well as older people and cater for a multi cultural
population. An emphasis on tradition alone will not be sustainable, there is a
demand for a diversity of activity. Most European towns still have a thriving
cafe and street culture that recognises the needs of people of all ages. Wells
does not cater for the younger visitor or the younger resident. The opposite
appears here to be the case.

The recommended elements for further consultation and development for this
section are:

Contemporary organic flowform and aeration fountain.
Contemporary conceptual work.
To open up access to the wells.
Replacement of existing drinking fountain.

The Market Hall

With a severe lack of public exhibition space for the showing of contemporary
art in Wells this site would be ideal. The accommodation is such that it would
lend itself to both the showing of contemporary art and the public
demonstration of making or production. The empty part of the building is at
present divided into two areas, one of which was used in the past as a
workshop area. ln the light of present proposals to apply for funding to

1

3
4
5



renovate this building, it would be possible to apply the Sherborne
Contemporary Arts model to this site.

A joint collaborative partnership between practising artists and the market hall
trust would be productive. The provision of a contemporary art exhibition
space at this site would encourage a large number of visitors to the market
square and increase the multicultural aspect and profile of the city.

To cornbine a shared artist in residency scherne running in partnership with
the museum would be of mutual value and benefit and use of the workshop
space as a studio would be ideal. The city could also be a partner in this
proposal and a European or international exchange pursued.

The energy and motivational levels of local contemporary artists in the region
is high, and given the opportunity to use this space as an exhibition venue the
response would be very high. This site is idealfor the implementation of the
living heritage rnodel and would increase the footfall figures in the market
place considerably. The'Regeneration' initiative and SMART group have
shown that initiatives of this nature appeal to a wide range of people of all
ages, and a broad cross section of the community.

This building could be restored renovated and self funded within a number of
years and sustainably developed and managed, provided the emphasis is
kept on a present day relevance and focus. This would make the once busy
hub of activity in the town centre full of life and exciternent once more"

Wells Museum

This site is at present undergoing developrnental change with the building of a
new extension. There is an opportunity to upgrade and update the present
exhibition spaces and to introduce a contemporary arts and education
programme. A more up to date and relevant approach to the museum and its
function, with an interactive arts programme would enhance the potential of
this resource and draw rnany rnore much needed vlsitors to the site.

A link with other sites covered in this study could be of mutual benefit in
increasing the use of the museum by visitors and residents alike.

The White Building
(Historical site of the old Blue School and latter Youth Club)

A number of comparative CommunityA/outh projects have proved successful
with Dorset Youth Services. The community initiative at this site to combine
the youth service centre with a multi use community facility is an ideal
opportunity to put forward some interesting and valuable proposals
concerning arts within a community context.

The external frontage of the building is ideal for the presentation of a youthful
positive and welcoming aspect. The door entry and south facing windows are



of crassic thirties design and form an interesting architecturar feature. rt would

be possibre to oesig;i sculptural element to correspond to the chosen

identity given to thJcommunitylyouth centre by the users of the building This

could i*pf""" the need for text based signage'

Theinternalareawithinthebuildingprovidesexoellentflexibleopenspaces
with large rooms of high ceilings around a central treble height gym space'

one of the exciting and challenging proposals that could be developed at this

site would be a combined multi meoia computer' video and music center' This

maybeawayofbreakingdownSomeoftheperceivedgenerationalbarriers
to combining workshoptiot all ages concerning new technology'

Thecentralgymcouldbeusedasaflexibleusespacebutwould
accommodate a small film studio set, for the production of videos or short

films, and could also be used for the projectron"oi the finishel yTn:^,In"n
combined wrth a series of computer terminals, internet facilities' muslc

recordingequipmentandstudio,theopportunitiesforlifelonglearninginthis
field would O" a ma;oi "ot*unity 

assei. There are many case studies that

have shown tnat aiioactive artsintervention and working relationship with

the youth .eruice nas real value within the social and cultural development

and enrichment of comrnunities'

Recently a number of pilot stone.carving and sculpture projects with Youth

groups in shepton nlaitet have aiso proiec highly. successful. The focused

physical activity of carving stone ani nauing 
"i"it"O 

a sculpture can be both

rewarding, and atransfoimational **peri"nie in itself" To introduce an activity

that people may not ordinarily experience is pant of the widening panticipation

criteria.

An ongoing artist in residency programme, combined with the adoption of a

percent for art pof i"V for this siie i*"recommended and will help to proceed the

renovation and future funding applications'

TheSkateboard,rollerbladingandBMXfacility.

in r"ny towns nationally the provision of space and an acceptance of

skateboarding, rotlerOtaiing and BMX or mountain bike activities has been

adopted, with provision forlnd encouragement of these activities'

The finally adopted site for the provision of these activities' has now been

confirmed, it writ be on the south tilu * the foot bridge crossing the relief road

on the opposite siJe of the road trom tne Blue School' Two areas have been

designated with separate use. To the east an area has been donated by the

cathedral schoolfor a skateboard and roller-blading area' to the west an area

of council owned land has been designated for the BMX facility'

These sites are ideal locations to enable an empowering make your mark

initiative, and as an important focus for both the youth service and the two
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largest schools in Wells. lt is also an opportunity for community collaboration
and the breaking down of perceived barriers.

These sites are ideai for the siting of sculptural works produced by the Youth
Centre and White Building community project. The proposals for the activity
areas themselves could contain integral sculptural elements that become part
of the installation. This would be an opportunity to include a hi tech, high
touch environment that has a highly energised dynamic. lt is unfortunate that
neither the recreation gror.lnd nor the leisure centne sites were accepted by
local residents for this activity, however both of these sites are covered further
within this study.

The Schools

An artist led pilot initiative begins this year with two artists working closely with
the art department at the Blue School to explore the art and sculpture
disciplines with learning workshops and practical demonstrations on site.
This wll be a valuable opportunity for artists, teachers and pupils to explore
various methodologies and ways of working together.

Some site specific works may be creaied actually on site. This project has
proceeded on an extremely low budget, with the provision of a temporary
workshop being provided by a local supporter of the project, and a small
amount of funding has been raised.

The potential opportunities fon the developrnent of an ongoing arts programme
in partnership with the Blue School, youth centre, Cathedral School, Adult
Education, other schools in the local area and the community, would bring
tremendous benefits towards the cultunal and sustainable development of the
region, and provide an excellent learning opportunity for all.

As an example of widening participation and access to the arts, it is in line
with developmental arts strategies and policy. Links across the region with
other programmes could bring together a regional profile. The initiatives
already undertaken through the work of the SMART group in Shepton Mallet
have proved successful in this field. A number of pilot projects have already
shown the potential for developrnent in this area" The SPAEDA programme
could also complement a regionally co-ordinated programme and develop
links on a national and international basis.

There is a need to broaden out, increase and extend the individual small
projects towards an international context. There is an opportunity to fulfil the
criteria necessary for better cultural ands social links with the European
community in this field, for example. A cross regional inter-schools
collaborative project would be of benefit in many ways, making the diverse
collective extremely strong. The sharing of comrnonality may break down
many of the perceived social and cultural barriers. All school grounds are
ideal places for the introduction of site specific sculpture, each site must be

taken in context with regard to the specific individual needs and issues of
identity, therefore it is not possible to cover them in this study.



The contribution that artists can make in the field of all education and learning
institutions is becoming more relevant as the arts are becoming marginalised
within the curiculum, in favour of a text based, literacy and numeracy focus,
People whose best leaming strategy is motor cognitive or visual spatial are
being denied an equality of opportunity to learn effectively due to the shift
towards the implernentation of sequential learning methodology. The arts can
provide a valuable and necessary contribution towards cultural and learning
development in this area. There is a need for greater partnership,
understanding and collaborative work in this field.

A stronger pro-active approach with regard to arts development in this area
must be considered as a major factor in the development of further initiatives.

The recreation ground, Wells

The recreation ground in Wells is an ideal site for site specific works and is an
important element in the rejuvenation of the market place. lncreased activity
in this area would have an effect on the use of the market place and the
relationship with the Bishop's Green and Moat.

Sculpture and street furniture for this area would be an enhancement and a
complementary attraction for the park setting. This park provides quiet
contemplative space as well as active play areas. Seating could be sculptural
in form and sculptures could provide additional rest places.

A sustainable development of this recreational park and increased use as a
public amenity is desirable. A strong emphasis would have to be made on the
fact that this is a public space dedicated to the recreational pursuits and
activities of the residents of Wells, and as such the broader needs of the
community should be a priority in its ecological, sustainable management. lt
may be possible to open this area or parts of it, to a dedicated sculpture park
containing works produced through other community initiatives, and an annual
sculpture in the park event could also add value to this proposal.

The Leisure Centre

. This site could provide a site for proposals that link leisure sport and lifestyle
pursuits within the community. lt is an appropriate site for public works of art
and in need of a more integrated identity. The approach to the car park is
somewhat bleak and unwelcoming. The site is isolated, and some distance
from town. There is no relationship, reference or association with Wells town
centre. The facilities are first class, but set in an environment that could offer
so much more. The land use and landscaping of the council land adjacent to
the centre could be dramatically improved through the use of site specific
landscaping and sculpture.

The leisure centre focus on the improvement of the quality of lifestyle and
health is not reflected in the environmental setting that exists at present. To
bring art into this setting and apply added quality to the experiential use of the
site could make the experience more enjoyable and sustaining. At present thsi



il

site remains isolated and underused by the community. The potential couid
be much greater.

Wells Hospital sites

There are many arts and health initiatives that are run within the region. This
is a recognition of the valuable contribution that art can make in this field. The
proposed new hospital development plans should include an arts involvement
and perspective. Existing sites should also be included in an arts programme
for the enhancement and added value for the needs of the users of health
sites.

The existing art into hospital scheme makes a valuable contribution in this
field, however it should be considered to include an arts perspective at the
planning and conceptual development stage of new build and renovation
programmes. An arts involvement at this stage can improve and add value
to the overall development.

This has been well documented over the last few years as the number of
successful arts based initiatives continue to grow.

Priory Mills

This is an important site, being on the approach road to Wells. A percent for
art policy adopted through Planning may add value to any future development
of this site" An important feature to the site is the waterway known as St
Andrews stream. The stream runs along the southern boundary, and its
tributary passes beneath and through the site. A recognition and use of this
feature will greatly enhance any future development.

Percent for art is one way of ensuring that a sensitive approach to the site is
maintained, especially when this is incorporated at the early planning stages
of the design. Any new development could be directed towards state of the
art ecological building for mixed use, with the provision of new green spaces
within the overall concept. Eco housing, or solar housing would be a
preferable option as opposed to standardised modern development for
.example.

This site, however, from an art and design point of view would be ideal for the
provision of a regional viewing tower, hotel and visitor centre" Views from the
top of the existing grain tower extend across the region in all directions,
towards Glastonbury Tor, the cathedral and beyond to the levels and the
Mendips. This broader vision is much needed in Wells. Combining coach
parking with a lighter transport interchange to other areas of the region would
thereby place Wells at the centre of the regional tourist focus, rather than as
an attraction on route. This proposal would provide a valuable employment
opportunity for the locality and make the maximum use of a brownfield site.

A fully integrated transport interchange at this site would relieve the pressures
on an already extended and threatened inner town transport infrastructure



network. The numben of extended stays by visitors to the city would increase,
and the pedestrianisation of areas that are under increasing maintenance
demands could proceed,

Sheldon Jones Engineering

This site epitomises the modern contemporary artist's dream as a site for
mixed studio and workshop activity, combined with an open public exhibition
space,

A working relationship was attempted to develop this proposal, however the
landlords were not able to continue to develop a parallel philosophy for
sustainable development. A working relationship with Tesco, to develop the
ideas further may still be an option. And an integrated community plan could
still be developed in the future.

The development of this site will be dependent on developments of the Priory
Mills site, however the environmental cleaning of the site with regard to
previous industrial use, and the proximity of St AndreWs stream may be of
concern.

The Regal Ginema

The Regal cinema is an example of ciassic thirties architecture and could be
restored externally to its former glory, although it would be extremely difficult
to restore the interior due to the damage incurred,

The site of the old cinema could be one on which a new building of
comparable conternporary rnodern architecture could be built. A modern eco-
building that challenges the traditional aesthetic today, in the same way that
the original cinema building did in the thirties. An example of difference and
sustainable modern building design.

A percent for art policy could be adopted at the early conceptual stage in the
developrnent of this site.

Cold Store Site

The major approach road from Shepton Mallet to Wells passes this site as
you enter Wells. This would be an appropriate site for a hotel or high tech
debvelopment and an ideal opportunity for the use of Public Art. A welcorning
statement could be made here that could reflect a positive focus for the future,
This area represents a major gateway to Wells and should reflect this
concept.

Transport Terminal

A percent for art policy could also be adopted in the concept of the Princes
Road development. This site will be, if adopted, the first arrival point for
visitors to Wells, and an important site for residents and visitors alike. Here a



reference and the re-establishment of St Andrev/s stream should be taken
into consideration. The theme of water and its physical presence would do
much to improve existing plans.

An emphasis on the theme of transience could also be adopted and a creative
approach taken for the design and making of shelters and seating, Art works
could be incorporated to add interest and quality of experience to this
important area.

Footpaths, cycle ways and sculpture trails

These byways will become of significant and increasing value as the
sustainable development plans for the future will increasingly concentrate on
alternative transport needs. An increasing cultural change in life-style and
working practices are en@uraging a lesser reliance on the motor car.
Combined with an increase in the recreation activity and use of footpath and
cycle ways, added importance is being focused on these areas.

Sculpture trails and artist interventions have shown in many case studies the
value of site specific initiatives of this kind. The main Sustrans route is
nearing completion, yet the smaller links are yet to be attended to. The main
shortfall exists in the links between Wells and Shepton Mallet, Wells and
Cheddar, Wells and Radstock. Details contained in the Journey proposal
could be adapted for use in these areas.

There are a number of sculpture trails proposed in the surrounding local
countryside and proximity to Wells"

. The river Sheppy path from Shepton Mallet to Wells

. (see the'Journey' for details)

. The Honington Bottom and Biddlecombe wood trail

. The Public footpath crossing land outside of Wells on the Cheddar road

' The disused railway line section from Wells to Cheddar

Each of these proposals are being drawn up to link together as a collective of
different localised site specific experiences. Developments are expected to
be announced in time for Somerset Art Week 2000. These smaller trails will
connect up wth the main Sustrans route, other trails and public rites of way so
that the links provide a comprehensive coverage of the region. Many of the
proposed works would be of a temporary and transceint nature, others will
provide permanent way markers. Each trail will take into account the
individual nature and site specifics of the path and journey concerned.

A comprehensive detailed map could be produced that would identify and aid
users of the trails across the region" This would be of great value to the local
community and visitors to the region. Many of the local communities are being
included in the proposals and the works planed



Public Convenience and Amenities

Art and design in these areas can improve the aesthetic and practical
environmental aspects of the site concerned. An imaginative and creative
approach to the structures and sites would be of considerable added value. lt
is an opportunity to imptement a percent for art policy, and to open up the
debate and consultation process of the proposed new structures, or
renovation of existing buildings.

Public conveniences need not be purely functional, ugly or boring structures,
as has been shown with many outstanding examples of integrated art and
architecture award winning designs. The recent renovation programme si an
ideal opportunity for innovation and creativity to be applied in this area.

References to the purification of water may be one of the themes adopted.
The use of integrated planting and a water feature could also be incorporated
into the proposals.

Car Parks

The pedestrian and road entrances and exits, ticket dispensing machines and
signage areas lend themselves to works of sculpture and the enhancement of
experience for the users. The making of individual different street furniture,
such as bollards, are an ideal opportunity for the percent for art policy
implementation. Art initiatives can also be employed to enhance and improve
the landscaping and boundaries of the car parks on an individual basis.

Each car park could have an individual theme and identity relative to the site.
The use of different surfaces, colour and textures could be used to increase
the user friendly aspects for disabled access"



The Bishops Palace

This would make a wonderful venue for an annual or biannual sculpture in the
garden event. A case study and role model for this would be the sculpture in
the garden biannual event held at Dean Court, Wimborne, Dorset. This event
is extremely popular and draws together local, regional, national and
international artists to show their work in a garden setting for two weeks in
the summer months.

Local community initiatives couid also be linked to this project and the sites
and areas for showing the work extended to include other areas of wells. lf
combined with Somerset Art Week the result could raise the profile at all
levels.

Sculpture and the act of producing the works is considered by many to be
comparable with a spiritual experience, it would be appropriate to progress
this proposal with close consultation with the Bishop of Wells and the Church
commissioners. With a view to progressing this proposal in partnership with
the City Council and others a separate detailed proposal would need to be
collated,

Wells Cathedral

The Cathedral could be a high profile pantner in the development of many of
the elements covered in this study. lt may be possible to develop an artist in
residence program with the Cathedral on an international basis.

As the changes and reforms of the Cathedral Commission are implemented
and future Government policy becomes clear, it may be that in economic
terms it will become increasingly important that a sustainable economic plan
for the future needs of the Cathedral be accommodated.

A period of radical change may be required in the next few years to ensure
the future economic security of the Cathedral.

An art and design perspective and the possible working relationships that
could be developed in this area may be of significant value in the future. This
is one area where a living heritage model may be employed towards
sustainable development.

The 'Casting The Light' lnstallation was one of the chosen proposals from a
larger selection of seven that the Cathedral selected for the last Somerset Art
Week event. This years proposal is being brought before the Cathedral at the
beginning of March. Hopefully it wiil relate to the Wells on The Web initiative
that is being developed.

F



Fiona Hingston with one of her willow figures at Biddle combe Wood

An example of Site Specifics and good practice



Web Site

A Web site for the various elements of this study and the development of a
virtual sculpture interactive installation, could be produced. This proposal
could compliment the work being undertaken by John Jessop with the Wells
on the Web initiative

The high tech, high touch approach and the combination of virtual and real
experience would be add an innovative and challenging element to the
development of new arts audiences. The developmental potential for this
proposal is extensive and would satisfy many of the criteria set out in recent
funding requirements and objectives.

There is a real opportunity in this field for innovation and creativity. The
potential for working partnerships is extremely high. Many of the artist led
groups nationally are developing web site initiatives and a site that covered
the contents of this study would be a valuable asset to the local community.

Site specific summary

The range and diversity of sites for application in this study is a good indicator
for the importance of the city to the region and to the county and country as a
whole. This small city could indeed become a rare gem, if a coherent,
sustained approach to ongoing enhancement is adopted.

Any or all of these sites could be adopted for application, from the historic and
high profile sites of the Cathedral and Market Place, to the smaller, less
visible amenity sites for the residents of Wells" And the sites could have
increasing levels of intervention as appropriate.

The developing application to sites could take place in a progressive way and
could involve the cornmunity, from the grass roots r-rp, to the local arts and
crafts people, to commissioning work from well knor,vn artists for public sites.

lf the district and city councils, together with other interested parties, for
example Wells Partnership, were willing to adopt the principles outlined in this

study and the recommendations which follow, all new development,
refurbishment and change to these sites could build gradually towards

enhancement for the whole of Wells.
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SECTION 4

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

The recommendations contained within this study are those of the Monday
Studio and are subject to further consultation and review. They are intended
as a brief outline and as guidelines for developmental ways forward and to
provide a focus and starting point.

. The recommendations of this study aim to ensure that the use of art and
artists is placed at the heart of sustainable development and not merely
regarded as an optional decorative add on to the process.

. This study aims to be used as a reference and starting point with regard to
any arts development in the region.

. A culture of openness and freedom of information related to issues arising
from this study should be adopted and encouraged through open debate
and communication.

Principles

. Wells is a city of water and wherever possible the water should be shoum
and celebrated to advantage

. Wells is a historic city and allwork should be complementary to the
existing architecture and sculpture. This does not mean that work should
necessarily be of heritage form, but that contemporary work should have a
high quality in detail and production and have a similar strength in its
relationship to that which exists. Monitoring this should include
professional architects and artists to advise torrvn planners

. Materials used should be from the region where appropriate, especially for
living heritage developrnents

- Local artists should be encouraged and fostered in their work, for example
lower rates, support with studio and workshop facilities

. Priority should be given to improving facilities for residents, community and
visitors



RECOMMENDATIONS

% for Art
Research findings have shown that the adoption of an integrated percent
for art policy can perform many invaluable functions. The implementation
and adoption of a percent for art policy should be made as soon as
possible across the local government and public sector" With particular
specific adoption in the areas of: Town Centre Management, Rural
Development, Planning, Economic Development, Health, Education,
Transport, Tourism & Leisure, Arts Development & Byways.

Pilot Commissioning Programme
An initial pilot commissioning program of public art works be adopted by
City, Town, District and County Councils. This may only need to be of
modest scale in the first instance, and would be enabled to grow as
community, commercial, educational and industrial partnerships were
established. A pro-active approach would be seen as providing the initial
motivation needed to encourage others.

Street Furniture
A commissioning procedure and plan for the replacement, renovation or
new build of street furniture be subject to the involvement of local artists
and crafts people.

Artist in Residence
The adoption of an artist in residence scheme within local government.
The brief could cover conceptual visualisation and realisation at the local
government and public interface. This residency could be offered within a
particular section or department or could span a number of departments.

Gollaborative working
Collaborative working partnerships should be sought and actively
encouraged in the development of associated proposals and projects,

Support of existing projects
Existing pilot projects mentioned within this study be supported, extended
and developed.

Seed funding for new projects
A new program of further pilot projects to be initiated in areas of
development contained within this study.

lnvolvement of artist led groups
The local artist led groups form one of the main channels through wl-rich
many of the initiatives mentioned in this study could be progressed.

Regional Arts Strategy
This study could be adopted as part of the broader arts strategy for the
region,



Recommendations conti nued

10 Agenda 21
Agenda 21 be adopted with regard to the progression of this study

11 Equal Opportunities policy
An equality of access and opportunity and an inclusive approach be taken
Towards, and integral to, the development of the ideas and applications
covered by this study

Progression

Public consultation

A short period of time should be allocated for the commissioners and funding
partners of this study to have an opportunity to make additions and comments
to be included within it before public dissemination.

. A timetable for the public dissemination and consultation process be

decided within two weeks of release to the funding partners

. A public dissemination of this study be supported and progressed

' Within eight weeks of public release the study could be in total or part be

published on the lnternet.

Development

To facilitate development from this study the following recommendations are

made

The formation of a working party and possible non profit making
organisation to promote and progress the findings of this study.

The commissioning of an arts and design based studio to further this work

A consultation process be continued with the study as a starting point of
reference.

An analysis of the public consultation be included within the study after a
period of eight weeks from public release.



lmplementation and continuation

To facilitate progression the following recommendations are made'

The support for somerset Arts week be extended to include

dissemination of this study and the commissioning of a "sculpture map"

for Wells

Explicit support for the proposals made in this document be sought from

all interested parties, in particular support for the concept of Wells as city

of sculpture and water ways

A strategic plan for development of this study to be incorporated into the

strategiC planning documents for the region

Commitment from interested parties given to support specific community

initiatives for a three year period

Support from the city, district and region to develo.p a regional arts bid from

these proposals and to seek other funding from EU or other sources

seed funding support be given to support existing artist led groups

CONCLUSION

Recent planning developments in Wells offer a perfect opportunity to address

the difficulties that have seen the city gradually decline. This includes the

conflict inherent between otd and young, new and historic, and local and

international.

This study aims to offer one route to working wrth these challenges in a way

which can be life enhancing and of significant benefit to the community, the

city anO region. fn" ptop."tals are inlremental and gradual, and require the

adtption oi points oi principle and inclusion at preliminary planning and

straiegic stages in order to have maximum impact for least cost.

lf the proposals developed here are adopted it is possible to move beyond the

resistance to change to a point of welcoming and valuing the other and

different in a way *rni"r, is not threatening to the existing heritage'

The creative arts process is one of enquiry and this process can be used to

goodeffecttoenablenewgrowthandpreservetheold.

The city of Wells suffers from its strengths, as a site of international

significlnce rt wrttltways be the subjelt of close scrutiny' Until now this has

tended to militate against change or development. The new millennium is a

gooo time to celebrate that wfiich we have and allow it to grow'

From our research we believe the people in the city are ready and willing to

graspthechallengeofthefuturewiththerootsofthepast.
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SECTION 5

Appendix and Visual References

Gontents

Breaking Down The Barriers :

Research Paper First tnternational Conference Buildings and The
Environment

. Make Your Mark :

.if

Case study, Sherborne and Wells Visuals

Shepton Mallet

Srfe Spec ific Scutpture Proposats including'The Journey'

'Regeneration' Report

MAps and Diagrams

Research p4ers, references and further reading

ffin* gfieets for cqrnments
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WELLS CITY OF SCULPTURE

Feasibility Study
Aims:

Explore the opportunities and possibilities for site specific work. These will include :

. The waterways and water courses of lfells and surrounding areas.

. The Footpaths, cycleways and Byways of wells and surrounding areas.

r Sites of proposed new developmant withia Wells.

. Appropriate existing sites within wells.

. Possible new sites within wells.

A $udy ofthe premier sites available in wells and the contribution that sculpture, art anddesign can make
towards their collective and individual needs being met.

To identi$ the contribution that the arts and sculpture can make to Wells on a Local, Regional, National and
International level.

Identify ways in which the contribution artists and sculptors make can be enabled.

Explore and develope opportunities for the implementation of a percent for art policy to be included il the
planing and development af wells and the outlying environs.

T€ i{t€ntify t*re rsle that wetls can take in the reg?mal arts initiative, and place wells in context.

Idertify funding strategies and initiatives for future developments.

To produce and collate an independent document.

Providing recommendations and to be used as a focus for consultation in the future

Idenufftng sustainable development through the arts with specific attention to sculpture.

Providing a reference and focus for the development of new and existing institutions and partnerships
working together. A reference document for all ongoing and future projects.

Identifying ways in which an enabling of artists and their works in wells can contribute towards economic
development and to develope the opportunities and possibilities.

Identifring and increasing the understanding and awareness of the opportunities and possibilities.

Providing an art and design perspective for wells and the broader regional, national and international
context.

Provide a focus for comunity involvement through sculpture and art in wells.



Sites covered by the feasibility study include:

The Public Conveniences and Amenities

A new Fountain or Water feature

The White Building

A Skateboard Park

Children's Play Areas

Priory Mills development site

Sheldon Jones Engineering development site

Union Street Car Park

The Recreation Ground.

Wells Cathedral

The Bishops Palace

Footpaths and Cycleways

The Wells Relief Road

Disused Railway Tracks.

Wells Hospital Sites

St Andrews Stream

The Market Place

The Market Hall

The Masons Yard

Wells Museum

The Bus Station

Regal Cinema development site

Cold Store development site

River Sheppy water course

The Blue School

The Cathedral School

Tor Hill Woods

Transport Infrastructures

Artists Workshops and Studios

Water Purification Flow Forms

The above are some of the sites already identified that would benefit from an arts perspective, these and
others will be covered by the study.

The interactive nature of the traditional sculpture disciplines of carving, modelling and construction or
assemblage'can combine or be applied to modern methods, materials and media. Comunity involvement and
conzultation will be a prominent part ofthe study.
Each ofthe above have specific individual needs with regard to aesthetics, purpose, design and
implementation. Connections between each site are also part of the whole picture. The City of Wells could
build on it's historic and traditional past without disregarding present contemporary praclice and sustainable
development in the future.

A site specific, inclusive methodology with an holistic overview will be adopted for the study itself.

MONDAY

Andrew Henon
22 Woodbury Close, Wells, Somerset, BA5 2XS.

Telephone . 81749 67A357



WSLLS CITY OF SCULPTURE

Feasibility Study

FUNDING

The feasibility study proposed can be match funded by contributions from four partners:

Mendip District Council

Wells City Centre

Wells City Council

f 1000

f1000

The M O N D A Y Studio .........Additional studia resources including time .......f2000

TOTAL COST f5OOO

Funding strategy

The feasibility study together with the considerable research, background information and understanding
available through the M O N D A Y Studio and other resources could be applied in the application of larger
funding proposals far. individuql sites, collaboration between sites, the overview or any comhination of
fiese. This forms the first stage towards a larger regional development of the arts and an inclusive policy in
the widening of audience participation and access.

Funding at this stage in the project provides valuable leverage and an endorsement of sustainable
development initiatives.

Details of further funding $ources, including self funding and sustainable development for each specific
project will b€ generally covered by the feasibility study.

Funding opportunities include :

Somerset Art lYeek 2000

Year Of The Artist ( Arts Council Of Britain )

Millennium Festival Fund ( Millennium Commission )

MONT}AY

Andrew Henon
22 Woodbury Close, Wells, Somerset, BA5 zXS"

Telephone : 01749 670357
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CIB Task Group 8: Ertvironrnental ,Assessment of Buildings

Buildings and the Environment

rhafh^nY/\tr'> I r{AU I: Proposed Paper by Andrew Henon

EREAKING DOWN THE BARRIERS

The aesthetic and visua! qualitie$ at any man-made environmenl are as impodant as
its technical function and should be considered. Emotional responses to an
environment make an important contribution towards the quality of human life and
behavioura[ responses to a given space may be observed.

A building or space may provide far a physical need, such as a given temperature, but
it is possible that an emotional or mental response ts the space may, through
perception, be in conflict with the intended physical condition and alter the perception
of the physical state.

ln the context of change, today's building materials are tomorrow's demolition
materials. How easy will it be to personalise environments? What are the
environmental consequence$ of building technologies of the past, present and future?

lf we attempt to create and maintain solid barriers and boundaries between the natural
environment and the human environment a conflict will continue to develop. Nature
interfaces on many perceived levels.and in all planes a build up occurs either side of
the barrier until it is breached.
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BREAKING DOWN THE BAFRIERS

Andrew Henon

Spatial Design, Sournernouth and
Dorset

lntroduction

Poole College of Art and Design, Wallisdown, Poole,

This paper contains a brief overview of some of my conlinuing research and
developmenl as an arlisl and designer. lt contains historical research, presenl work
and some proposals for work in the future" The paper is intended to breakdown the
barriers between disciplines and specialisls to find common ground by acling as a
focus for discussion and debale.

The conlribution that arl and design can make in the social, ecological and
environmental field is often undervalued, rnisinterpreted, misunderslood or simply
ignored. Art is life,6 artists are human and lo perceive art as merely surface
decoration or finish is to deny the exlent to which art influences and shapes our
environment.

I have attempted to maintain an holistic overview and have included specific
examples to highlight relevanl aspects of the research"

An holistic perspective

lf we altempt to create and rnaintain solid barriers and boundaries between the
natural environment and lhe human environrnent a conflicl will continue 1o develop.
Historically we have travelled furlher and further to gather our building malerials
only to return and impose built structlrres, wilh different materials, that require
rnore adaptation and changes to the slte being made. We have apparentty rejected or
lost our sense of place and its interaction with local conditions, constraints and
identity.'

Man-made synthetic barriers are introduced in an atternpt to control and facilitate
new structures being built" Areas in both the immediate vicinity and some distance
away are subjected lo environmenlal $hock waves thal ernanate in all direclions from
the imposilion of a new struclure. Nalure inlerfaces on all perceived levels and in
all planes a build up occurs either side of the barrier until it is breached. For
example, if we drain land that forms a flood plain, move earth and replace with
concrete foundations, build roads, lransform the land so that it can no longer relain

.waler, when lhe river swells the implications downstream are calastrophic. We
have forgolten the a*cienl and historic form of building suitable for the flood plain,
our lechnological knowledge has not been applied to the wisdom of stilt and bridge
constri.lction in such an area.



Tradilional vernacular buildings for shelter had local idenlity, their form being
reliant on the materials available (eg. cob/thatch) and their siting determined by
natural geographic features, for example close to waler supply, in the shelter of a
valley. We appear to be losing our natural skills base, both in the construction and
understanding of basic building technology and the consideration of the natural
environmenl. With the inlroduction of cenlral heating into traditional cob buildings
came problems associated wilh the drying out of malerial sufficient to cause walls to
drop or setlle, away from their roof ties, causing structural instability. lt has been
pointed oul, in several cases, to lhe otrrners of cob buildings that they are suffering
from subsidence, oonsequently it has been recornmended thal the foundations be
underpinned; excavation has then been canied out and the r,r/alls have subsequently
collapsed. Cob buildings do not have foundations, but sit on the very substance of
lheir being. The recognised treatment for the outward movement in the walls is that
of buttressing: our surveying skills are forgetting our traditional building
techniques.

Local building methods and skills have been overtaken and many have been lost in the
progress towards lhe standardisation and regulation of building products and the
techniques employed that determine the form that buildings take. Our present
situation involving the mass-production, exlraction and dislribution of materials in
large quantities from one area to another means that the environmental impacl of
buildings is no longer confined to the locality in which they are built.+ Commercial
and economic faclors delermine the manufacture, production, exlraction and control
of resources, and heavily influence the decisions laken lhat determine new sites ol
development (fig.1). Many building products rely on methods of production that are
not suslainable and are environmentally undesirable; for example, forestry

that relies purely upon the mass produclion of lrees using themanagemenl
monoculture

Fig. 1
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A process and product relationshipdmay be observed and cornparisons made.
Traditionally, tirnber for building was setected, weaknesses were identified and
seleclion gdjusted accordingly. Forward planning of the rnanagement of mixed
woodland-provided different timber lhat was suitable for differenl applications. A
system of replanting, regeneration and harvesting secured the sustainability of the
system- Natural methods of seaso*ing were used over time to be sure of lhe correcl
seleclion of appropriate material; susceptibility to disease and attack from insects
were idenlified and weeded out. Traditional deciduous mixed woodland in a perpetual
cycle of depletion and increase provided long-lasting effective products and ensured a
source of renewable materials. The diverse environment and wildlife was reflected
in the diversity of products being producedf from charcoal to tannin, wicker baskets
to lintels"

The timber products that are produced using a monoculture forest system are
subjected to intensive preparalion afid lreatments that use large amounts of energy
in both their applicalion and implemenlalion. The harvest of monoculture
cultivation leaves large areas of exposed land lhat is then susceplible to leaching and
soil erosionl fne end producls are not expected to last over time or be reused once a
primary function has been fulfilled,

The life expectancy of buildings has been reduced whitst the speed of building
materials'production, distribution and assembly has been increased. Longevity and
quality have been compromised for short-terrn gain, yet in our cities, towrrs and
countryside, office blocks remain empty, an increasing number of shops become
boarded up, whilst SSSI's are threatened and development of green tietd sites
conlinues' The onset of recession has caused a contraction of building industries and
activity has changed focus. This has provided an *pportunity to review and evaluate
the consequence of a high level of building activity in past years. social and
demographic change are guidelines to lhe areas in which expansion, contraction,
depleiion and increase identify a need for the built environmenl to be abte to adapt
and change accordinglyl Erosion in one area of coasiline and deposition in another is
a tangible example of the forces al work in the naturaf world. These same forces
are reflecled in our human activity as we exlrac! huge quantiries of minerals and
other material and disperse these materials over large ai"as' we cannot foresee the
long term implications of these actions. Another exampte is in rhe areas of growth
and decline dernographically: oJJr lowns and city cenlres decline whilst ou, g"r*"n
belts give way lo development j A more tocalised view may be the key to redressing
this imbalance: for example, a look at the feaslbility of using empty buildinEs for
allernative use before green field development is considered; and the flexibitity for
change of use considered at the onset of future developmenl.

l'f the focus of our rooms becomes the sser, as opposed ro its intendecl use or process,
buildings will evolve that cater for the improvement of the quality of human,iife as
the primary objeclive, rather than the lechnical functicn or use remaining the focus.
Technological developmenls should not isolale rhe user in application or control" The
divide between the intended use of a building lo provide otfice or warehouse space and
a building designed lo provide residenliat use highlights the barriers belween
technical function and aeslhetic quality.
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c*mp.l$ed *f m*ieriai th*i is n+! reusabie. i"jFve windcws f*r exampi*: *nc*
detc;'iorattsn and breakdcwn has beeirn lhe maioriar becomes hrtitie anc
dec*mgrosition *et:*l*rff1#s, lfuus lhe wind*w eJisinl*gia{*s and **ccndary reeycling
tJgclltfles ilie r.nsih+ii of disrxrsai

.a.n !d*si :* wcrk ieylerds

lf :n ih* lif**yel* analy*i* si l*s€i.;rees, mat*rials and e*mp*n*nts it *a-, b* f*un*
tliai *ver iirne a s$slait:€ble *voluli*i-:ary pr*c*ss ca* b€ rnaintsi*ed th€ij lhc
*nvir*nn':enla: irnpaot *f bu:leiings ca* be r*duced. Historicaliy, *uiidings that
pravide $helier were parl *f a susiai*ahic naf*ra! prof,€ss. The tii.nb*f *sed in **t:
thatched dweliings lasted l**ger il'ian the li{e span *i ti"r* sp*cies cf irse used, an lak
lree surviving 'l SS ysars w**ld provid* a* **k b*am sur*iving J0* years. fiuitdrng
materials ware hisl*ii*aliy *iie sp**ifie *nd r,v,:ir!d reli;rn lo lh*ir nati.;ral stffte ov*f
1;me" T* be buiil a new w**d!and e;*s rnainlained wiii: for*sigi:t, diversificetion and
susl*inability ln rni*d. Thls phi!*scphy r":ay be appii*d ia the futur* d*velapm*nt el
buiieiing i**hnoi*gy uvhilsl a r*iurii ic, susieinabls envii*nm*nt is ach!*ved,

i'- nneirroianv Jt u t a

l* ihe i*creasingiy c*mplieated, c*nflrsii'rg, t*chn*icgieal and s;rnthetie yr*rid whrctr
vt'* are creating jt is beccming mnre anrj m*re img:*rlant tha? w* wcrk wiih natLir*e
and r'***g*ise 9lr*i ws ai€ reliant *n th* fu*dam*nlal fsrc*s *f chanE* lhai na{ure
deleru":incs. T* r*i*i*re* our isolaticn and misl*ad aurselves that wc ai* rn *ontrclal nalur* will lead tc *ur self-infiiet*ri cJ*siru*tii:n.

li4an is resp*nsii:io f*r th* inrp*et *n th* envircnmer:t !hai buildings n'iake, indcors,
locally and glob*lly- Ths rscls cf lhis imp**t ar* !:*ing *xpl*r*d fiom a v*riety *tper*pe*tives, in*iudi*g lerr;inls#l. *e*i*gy and s*ci*icgy. E*vir**me*taliy awar€
artists and designers share a resp*nsibitity to rcspondla ihi* challeng*. 'ihe contenr
::_t:,- 

pap€r is inien#ed ?r hlgillighl s;cn:e r;f rhe ways in whi*h this ch*ilenge may 5e
lll{rl

ln br*aking d*wt"t th* barri*rs {-row pssibiliti*s, *ppcriuniti*s and psrspactiv*s inay
be lound t* exisl" New *f;nn**tielns rrray ** f,:rm*d_ I *v*l**me the *pp*r:unily l*
deiiver this p*p*r a$ a csniribu{ion t* ths firsi int*rnaii*nat c*nf*r*nc* cf
BJilCinqs and thc E;:vrrcnmer"r?'.
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Sherhome C*ntemporary Arts

OFT THE WALL

MAKE YOUR MIARK

An lnt*ractive spatial installation by Antlrew Henon .lv*rking r.vith others

OFF l-t-lg WAI-L is part lundcct br Arls Ftr l:.r'cn oti*,"I"lte Arts Council uf €irglend
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'oFt THr wAty
AN INITRACT'YE ARTS EXPIN'FNCg

I A chonte for you to experiente o unique ond mogicol
- ;";;a us it chnnges around Yeu

I Watch the orristg rrt work or come ond moke ycur mork!

I A reries of different temporary 'envirqnrnentg' to explore

I Visit every doy and bring o picnic!

'MoYement into lillusic ond Light'

Msrk f'lewbold snd Edword Willioms of Elektrodome rviil use

rhe lcrest electronic sensor technology to creole on 'environment' of

sound, irnoge on,l tigt''i iiot will chinge cs each visilor woiks through

''lo .on*'.. cJor&ness"' s$ yau rnove over rhe lAreshsld on oblect lights

up in rhc for corncr" ;;"';;"; to look:'-;t ntot" closelv ' c' sr'dnge'

cxciting sound is huo'i f'o^ anofher pori of lhe spoce" tlrc light on

thc cbiect ,ou'." tou'in"; G; oul crnd o new irnoge lights up over

y,our shoufder"'"'"

'f,Jlqke your M{trk'
Andrew Henon rviil be developing on intersctive spctioi insrcllotion

rr.^r *,i* nrnw nut or"rnl"#r.i"J1J".oniriburion, *nd" by visitors and

t llLil"J^"-"t*d;;;J p*''uptionu ot arf ond solleries
t :;;;;;";;;;; inviles rhe visifor rs creofe. conrribuie ond intersct as

y,o "iic ;pon,,,viewer **: H"f *r1"'n{i ij'r.?"ri:f-,5:;
Mork' ccn be experiencect tt1-.tttu'tl l'*r"','.,
of- lr*orio* expressicn lo refleclive thought"

'lnterqclive tnvironmentol Sculpture'

Brendgn Sorsfield will be working in ifre. grourlds' respondino lo ihe

ffi;;i. ,n-" ,it 
-o*.l 

uting tliuto..d*d c'nti found obiects to creete o

..*t--"fft' evalving sculpture troil

"We o/l leove our nrsrk on the ploces we visiJ' eifher physicolly or

crnotiona//y. Ihe coileci;'sn "i"intltit;luft 
by rhose who inhr:bft or visir

o sile creoie tlle 'atmosphere' of rhot 'etrvironmeni'""

I Fcr more detcrils nbout 'Of[ rhe Wa!l' conloct Amcnd<r Wollwork on

0l?63 2509/d

Fhis event hos been orgonised bY-

li"tbo"tt. ConfemPororY Arts'

o voiuntary grcuP whose airn is i':

o.o*ote oni creste opporfunities- Ior

I*^*n,po'ory orl ond orfisls irt li/essex



Sherborne Contemporary Arts. OFF TI{E WALL

MAKE YOUR MARK
An interactive spatial installation by Andrew Henon and others.

This installation invites the visitor to create, cantribute and interact as participant, viewer
and artist,on equal terms with others. The spaces challenge traditional perceptions of art
and g+llery space. Make Your Mark can be experienced In many ways, from the joy and
satisfaction of creative expression to reflective thought"

Nature's creativity works through us, in our lives we are aware of this activity at different
levels and times, these can fluctuate from moment to moment or remain constant for
longer periods. We are conscious of much of this activity yet unaware of so much more,
our subconscious is nst as selective, but takes in everything including that which eludes
our conscious self. Creativity finds expression through us, from the micro to the macro we
alter our environment continuously.
As our environment changes with the increasing introduction of more materials that pre-
vent us from leaving signs of our presence, a hands o$ standardisation design philosoptry,
based on control and order, may leave us feeling increasingly alienated from our environ-
ment and each other, disempowered or isolated.
As collective awareness rises and the questioning of our activities increas€, perhaps our an-
cient instincts, long term memory and primal heritage begins to inform us. It is not easy to
live in a culture that has historically suppressed creative expression, rather than, encour-
age its development. Our legacy can be seen in numerous Georgian and Victorian under
stairs cupboards and on old desks in schools. Nauglrty ? Stupid ?and Ridiculous ? titles
tha could be replaced in the near future with Creative, Misunderstood and Imagina-
tive.The use of fear to instil and reinforce insecurity, as a means of repression in an attempt
to ir*ritlit and control the creative instinct is one of historical fact and still remains with us

today. Much human pot€ntial has been unfulfilled, if we are to survive as a species we will
need to recognise all abilities and give them equal oportunity to develope.
When children instinctively mark the walls with crayon, it is a natural development, rnany

things are happening, it is not only the discovery of materials, but also a natural expression

of presence, visible and made known. However this process is then halted, often abruptly.
The experience becomes a different one, s&t at a table, more transient materials are intro-
ducrd, often drawing is then reduced to a technical ex€r<is€, overseen and influenced,
rather than allowed to be creative expression, an exploration and part of the thinking pro-
'cess itself.
We need to be able to make our own mark and recognise the marks of others, our land-
scape and environment is formed by nature's process working through us and around us.

Make Your Mark is an oportunity for everyone to do just that,
If you wish to manifes these ideas and contribute your own in the form ofdimensional
spa€€ aad orperience, You are welcome to participate in the building of the installation.
Usirqg existing strucftrres, found materials, materials sourc,ed and made available.

Or contribute during open days and add to an evolving experience.
Build : Tues. 20th May- Fir 23rd May inclusive. preparation may take place before.
Open to the public from Sat 24th May.



ln January I visited the Atelier Braneusi for the first time.lt has just been opened to the

public after flooding ir't t ggC.f t*tt the lively Centre Ponrpidou and passed into a small and

enclosed garden where part of the studio wls visible through a glazed area ; a covered

passage surrounded it on every side. I was well prepared io enter a light clean space -a still'

sitent space in which I becarne imnnediately aware of the pattering of my tittle daughter's

feet and became concerned about nenaviour.t was hancred a white leaflet ancl told to walk clock

wise through the shihin$ metal 'gate'.The ateliers Te sealed insice olasl and"loncrete'l cCIuld

;;;ili;** in in*.6r**t or irre space a'ocated it by the artist-but from the

outside.Brancusi had arranged tCI leave the whole af his studio to the French state as long as

the entire contents (including gramophone records and books)remain exactly as on the day of

his death.lwas peering in on an event which occured at the moment of the artist's death in

1 957.
Last week I witnessed the conception, birth and first life of another space : Andrew Hen\pn's

rp*fr"f i-itallation in the former music roorn in the grounds of Sherborne House'At the

beginning of the week,the room was as left at the end of the last music lesson' 'The contents

of tire session are still documented on the blackboard'

As the week progressed the carpet squares dissapeared, the low ceiling removed to reveal the

guts of the construction.Panels were screwed into place and fluffy rollers spread buttery

areas of blackboard paint on one side, white emulsion on the other'white and black plinths

were placed in their respective cgrners , crowned with towering lumps of Blandford chalk

and charred wood.A well*used desk and chair which has also been sitting around since its

school days was placed inf ront of the blackboard.l walked in just as Andrew and his teart

packed up their toors and coffee cups and reft.This space was arso crean and new-smelling.As I

walked around *v u*na*rt picked ub u i".rry sensation :n 
the nearly dry surface'l left the

;;;il"ging,n** over night.The next morning I made my way there again'This tinte a very

wet poot of yellow emulsion met me on the threa;hold where the cloor mat had once been'lt

was a chaltenge. I walked through it and carried some of its contents anto the white side of

the floor.somenooy etse wartei in and stuck a yellow boot print in the middle of the black

wall.l grabbed the charred tree stump from the white plinth and scraunched a dark brown

slilr in a great curve across the whote wall.lt left a thin line of black dust on the lined

concrete floor.over on the btack side a white chalk was being taken for a walk'we glanced

overat each other and laughed aloud.lt had begun' visitors came and went leaving their

marks;leaving messages, advertising clubs,drawing rSund each otherr over each other on

flcors, on the remaining bit of ceiting and over prerrious rnarks'By the end of the week it

lookedtrampledlikeanexhaustedinsectyetteemingwithstoriesfromitsshortlife.l
frequently thoughi back to Bra*cusi througirout thaitime.Tw* very different experiences of

space.Both equally valid.But I must admit it'rat I Oid enjoy the shared laughter with a

stranger and the tact ilrat my claughter could make as much noise and mess as she liked'

oh,and by the wayrthe only area which was left almost entirely unrnarked was the

blackboard carrying evidence of that last music lesson'
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Public show appreciation of art group's exhibition
A ,,-,,i,,,1.,,r ,r,r\! (ll.LL \.,. ih"

A. -r,,, ""i],.,.,,,'r,,', . ""r.',,sh'jr!,n Ilull{n s llli ltr.r lljllii8
1hr oxliIir$n \,,s nrr!n)s{'l li!

S!All !. rh. sl!fpron rrd nnlrdit 1.1

_l&( 1la'r 1.600 !(I:l' hdr( ro.t ia
rni lr.d n &(,1 i*rurd,".ril hctl soulp

''ll lrrs Urn thc t!)sr su.c.*slirl 3rl
r\ni\irnr o.r' [e]d ii snrpror -\hllL{
a, thc lx\r'lln! kno\rhdlcl

_$. h!!c a conli.l'i cDrs s.dn'. ol
$r publir c.'n. b !irn Jr..\[iiillr.
ir.ludi.sForl{ l\,u.. llritvir rr rlr'

'''lha lcn{i!n h.rf nr th. ..Dt.{, tl

_\t.iR on'si lfr[tu] i! ll{ o\!rtts d
thii 1t({ Lor h.xllNnrlr rs I' usL llis
L,' rtry-p1r.,ndl'L,r'i lhL krrl,l!

ihur\Lrbrt{,a\':/. il' l,r' J di'\ rf,
ili-' $1u!. $!. arln Nkdsrd O( ltlli
n.C 6'!,d'ill sivrD h! v.tft,ur lqrl
oflrn isrln )n: $d hnsjn.sss

_$i' u.. lnilllirs :il L)!'^rs Otn.il

!nd srrrn u:r$ A.t\ $ii"rii \'!rhorL
r!.ci\n,rrr!oitht tutdirs. sridr,risr

!(hir r(c.s 1r tr. rrrs n! trs fr$ftt
p..pl. n. BF"!hl. ir ir! $!l lotu. f\i_

-il. \vrft l.! deroloP tb. PNlirtL
htrsd ns!..r r{ i\cgtonPs\tilrl._

'lh. turN!n,n bdw..r r.r r.d !hc
.nvi(.antnr $ds e\idoDl ii this sdnln
ol rhrr\lri[irn{: tiddl R{scn.!.li!r.

"ldal srr'{Ji hns la.n nRst.dddr
!r'rt!, !A o,vr rt)n\'

-N. hr$., tu\tts$hi! olttR lhrr
r04, .f shirh rrnt :0 8r ccr{ t'e
ndi,ix. ll is Nr:rim {o Ac! l{rl hq*i
n.Nrs h srn{NorS}lAltl r \u\.'

(lonlnr.ol.! such ils 't:t{!il nl jnst
$rsl sheprotr n.dr"..d Lrvtir !)
her. irl nr S!$it'l_. !sL.n tu.nr dt'
..1,rinr:' rfl !k..nd,s. rhi! ix{ft s!n n ot
! in.rcsslol rilistic v..rilh.

Nrsorirl.ions nr. ul*adX xrd.!$ar_
to s,(rc !nr. .crtr. sP!€ lnr t[f
b.th$n!i.g alf riirnrx$ c\hihirinr

,tdhnYeo

1'F3r Bods. lc( a.d JAn 1n'mRn lWTadisl J.SBadl.olshepb'
,rran;",, ."" of .Inn's i'iF +Lrtl.t' wiih his sculPturt White
sculpiuFls Rnuclle Ride

&drcs H{tdn *itnhis oiror
Imase Rnd Jo Stcv€ns wi0
pdnfilgT.ashl o n'sh

Artists breathe
,newlifeinto pub

By Emma Frampton

li
Empty building becomes exhibition centre

Wondcrfirl and u'ackY art
creation-q are ern display irl
lhe centre oi'She1)lon l\{illlet .

ts part of i.hc tuu'n's regtn-
r: rrtirur.

'fhc emptv lkd Liorr brrildirlg
ir) tlra h.idil r)lllle {,ortr lxrrlmc'
i1r exhibirior c{-"rtrc lirr
S\'lAR't', Shc'pton I{:rliel tnd
,\1eildip Afts.

S.llAttT is a eloup nf locall}-
hilscd a$istF ol tarYing disci-
pl irtcs rlhich "t,rr(rrl rvillr irt'lp
tinrr r thc Brl tcrr 'l o* rr 'i'rus1, t hP

orgiilisiltion u'hir:h u'on monc-y

{o bring new i;ie into rhe tovtr

S,\lAlt'l"s (iltimntt sinl is to
have a petmanclt ccntac in
Sircptau \lallct. to hous0 a
gali.rr {lr arti. and & rcstsu-
rant, rrs wcll rs workshoPs rvitlr
xrtisls in rc-cidcscrr.

'lltr gr oup -<l,itgetl tt1) slr(tess_
hrl event$. one in the Amulet
urrr! lhe. sr'r,oud. last tcar, rvirs

hel<l r:pstails at tllc Shepton
trlalict }lotors building, Pmmpt-
inlt its third $h0w, stalting las(
rvnoli in lhe disused Red l,ion
witli lh!. thrlnR ilegerotstioll.

Shcprcn N{allet trsn Simort
Jones was trte person ittvited lo
tirr.' prerie.s of tlre exhibition
lrst'lhursday arld said that it
must hilve been gralityiog lirr
thc $rtists present t.r sce so

mau peoplc thu'er.
"'llrcre was plenty to see for

;rll, sculplures und Puintings
breatltirg Dew life into this
building und il is ir Plurstte to
se-e it being put to gmd use alter
lYing emptv lirr quite some
tinre," hc said.

''Aniong the Folks of lbc
ShIART artisis thcr. was also
an inrprossive dispily t'ron All
ll.illnv - Sclrrx,l, al Ccann,rrt-.
lr'.,1 nr rI A .trnt 'rrrlrrrrlPlY

SMABT {*ist Peter Ostxrrne with onc ofhis cteetions at the
priyate view of the organisation's Rc*cn$ratiotr exhibition

dctriled pcncil drawings. Jino
(u1 designs and sorne lotclv
vase designs fiom 1?-Far-old
prrpils. lfthese are tlpical of thc
word ri tht, school, then the rrl
rnasler ftu$t b€ re.y plessed.

"Mo$l 0f lhc psintings, Pol-
tery, photqgr&plts arrd sculP-
turcs can lle hought tnd the
room ar,aiiablc gi\ts the whole
exlribition a iighi. airl* 1i*1.

"(looti rrse hrs bt'en mtrde o1'

an indtrstrial fenc'ing pancl, dis-
piuying soue ljainliigs on its

mesh Sornc comic-book cha*ac:
tcrs rcninded nre of lxrYhood
days rcading Thc Iilegl., while s
computer \qitb a Pail of lcg-{
hanging out of the screen, couid
have been classed as virtual
sculoturc."

I; the fir$t thre. days lhe
cxlihition ,rtttactcd moro thnn
500 \isitors and.[600 ofart has
trceu sold so far.

'l'he exhibition runs untii
Suldav iJrrl) l1) lntl is oPen

lrcm l0:rrn k) {tpn ever! drt.'

A themed and open SMART exhibition



RSGANtrRATION & OTEN ST]MMTR EXNI3ITION
ADocument ofthe event

INTRODUCTION

This dnewwat povi&s several fimctiot'ts as: a adr*eting m$*is, s uisa! reesd utd a record af the
ewnttuith reeortnenfuionsfarfunne &wlbpneats. AII $tlxfig*es cimtairwdwithin it se estifiatedat

d'e tiwe of writing andmcy be djustedwith m dfur in thefuture.

This exlribition was.tle third nrain event that SMART have direc,{ed and pro&rced. The fust bei.rg 'Out Of
The Blue' the second 'Texaco Teds'. SMART have also contributed towards Collet Park festivals, Poetry in
Tlre Park and the propoal for a conrbined footpath and cycleway call€d 'The Journey' (ffiosals of which
were on public display dring tfie recent show. A Members Newsletter has now had twoiscaes:published.
Th€ Srrr*t profile hasgr,own as aresult sfthe efforts ofthe group and the Regeneration and Open Summer
E*ibition ha$ signifi,canfly increased auf,rsness of the group lmlly and regionally this uras one of the main
objectives successfully achieved.

Ttre main Airns and Objectives of this event lilier€:

To broaden oul for as rnany peopte as possible access to the arts. To operi up opportunities for member
arti$s to display their work. To inerease th rmrket arailabilily of menrlers work and mable oppornmities
formenrberJtoincrease ttwir incomes. Ts remrktog€thsras e grfirp towardsa foousd project. To raiso
awareness €f the golrp in Sbpton ldallct. To,.break new ground and exf,ore the,possibilitis for an arts
base in the Ceolr.e of Shepton lrddlct. Ts €ngage in the orttiry edgo issrm cf cmteryorary art wiihif, a rural
setting and cxplorethe possiUilities of sustain*le,developrnurt. To use the erioent a.s a r€search ad r

develcgment initiative.

It was decided at committee level after conzultation with the mernbership to proceed with the erftibition. The
we*t was publici$€d in.the newslett€r and msnbers were offsed the oportu*ry of submitting work for thq
zuryir *how; witbut havir€ to fttfil value based criterior irwrder to have wortt diqlayed. Socp
pr6sdation d'literior{i,a no clip fianres ) were hollreller i*hrdd, these were mainly due to handling issues.
Rwerrdrgiotirrrss therfuos.tlmryr€ fordre secod:*memoftfu esfiibftion. Artist melders were invitod to
develope *nd explore tlis thsne as a focus for th€ production ofnew work over a three month period.

fte Red Lion Court was the chosen venue for the event. This building was considered by the committee to
be an ideal site for tie cornbination of both tlre open er*fritiCIn and regeneration. The transformalina of the
rpace was part of the cenc€pt. The iszues tacHed were br reaefoing,*d appropriate for t}e both the centre
of $heptanJvlallet, The dis-useof the building aad the aryiration.s ofSMAR"T. The desire of t&e gr,oup to
promste the re-use ofthis resourcs ard erylore the possibilities and opporamities forits firture derrelopnrurt'
was extrernely strong wen thouefi this rnay pot be thechosen sight for a more permanent SMART pres€nce
it was considered that the pot€ntial of the spaces slrsutdbe eurpsed.

Two interconnectod ar€a{Fwere created within th€ Red Lion.building, enabling the Open Sumrner Exhibition
of men$ei:s wdrk md tbe fhemd Regwndisas,xldbitioo to,bo vieuredsceorsdy thereby incresing the
valueofth ev€atcsnsi&rably. The entrane a*ea w.au d*cigdto gr**hspbl*c.ad enable people to
meet mernbers of SliltART and obtain informatiea about the group. this iafurma*ion w,as dso opu*y
available ilr both ofthe othe,r exhibition spaces.

Preparation of&e event began t$ree montlrsBrimto its opening; a prsss brie,fing and prpss r€kts€ was
launcH graduafly over this period. Work ort the build began with preparation over two months and the
build on site began a week before opening.



Outcomes:

All of the airns and objwtives havd been zuccessfulty achieved within the deadlines, set by the exhibifion
dates- IMany oth€r seorldaw and unerpectd psitive outc*rmes heve dso materialised. Contact with So

lYest Arts has been snd a positive re$pons€ obtained concerning a year of the artist
A significarx rnrmber of new artis men$ers have joined- Sonre high profile ,artists have shown their
and encouragement foc the group. Mendip f,ligist Cour$il and Shqtcn Town Council have
and encouraged the grup to *csHinue with ttre ggod wsrk". Sorre $slv spon$CIrs bsve come forward
offers of mutsal supBort. The lwal press have been higfdy cornplimetary. All responses from the pbli
busirrcsq cofilrl rc€! ageacies and comnnrnities have ben positirne. Fedback from residents livingneal
proposd ,'Jo{.rrney' sculpture project were able to talk to the artists concerned, many changed their
responscs towards positive suppsrt of tlre prsject,havios ssen the seheme on display within tlre
Exhibition.

The Regtxreration and Open.sumnrer E:sibition.fuHllsd ffiany sf,the Arts Council and regional arts
criteriolin respoct of wideniag eccess mrd audience in the arts

The vernre at ttre h€art of S'hspton Mallet enabld mmy local pmple to view and experience art work
without having to travel to Bristol Bath or lnndon. SMART put togetlrer an exhibition of high
quahty without compromising the inclusive philosophy of the group.

Palmenfs to rtists fir sales sf *vork ur€re down on previous events how.eru previctrs ev€otf have i
single qior works.being sCIld, thtr€by maki€ e eoneidffable,csntrib{.rtios to thesdes figrres. This
was not+pproached as a prrely cornmercial ex€rcise, ryith thb.in mind the salo figures can not be
considerd as disappoixing.. Fourteen artist mrberg nearly one third of those €$&ibiting; did
works, averaging f 100. Csn$id€tri*g thai vuy lifilo f,o{used sn this sutcome I
good resrft can be recordod.It was mnsidered thar the Chrisffias eve, t would be a more commercial
with more of a marketirg approach geard tswards this.

This event has bffi m undenieble success fo maxry urays some ffiore tangible than others yet equally
The tnie aafufe of,tlris,grcess is amly now bworaiqg rwe evidat. It has fostcred and encouragd
drawn attention and ilrterest towards the rduudarrt spaces in Sheptoa md exposd the latsrt potential.
The strength of this €ved *ras evident aq it.e\rohrc{ ibabffi@ will be as qually powerful and Brofour

SMART also received some valuable insigh*, fedback and reeommendations for future events thrse
include:

Timing of the everd coincided to 
"tonlywith 

Piltatt Festival.
Have only orrc &yfor sabmixian ofwxk
Tfu need for a rnqp with all prowotion mderial.
More ndice gren to scho<tls.
Enstire pslers are disptayd earlier fu slnpfra*s.
Funding application for themed shays.

Each eveirt has a leamiagelenrcnt andthis on€ has not been any exenrytion. It will now be possiblefu
SMART to move forward baving csnfirrnd aad strengthercd the treck rword and built a firm
for developrneats ia th€'fuare.



REGSNERATION

& Summer Open Exhibition

Feedback and Statistic*l Anatysis

Number of Visitors

Number of signatures in the visitors book
Eftimeted numbe.r of none signatories
School and college visits
0thprs

Irm the private view through to tlre end of the ev€nt estimated at

Brukdown sf infsrmation from visitors btoksam$ 471

hom:-sch placc tistcd

@onMallet

471
800
tza
50

Total l44l

each site

273

TOTALS

273

Evercreach

Loldon

Douhing Oakhill, Pilton........
Croscombg Stoke St Mchoel

Radstoch BattU Glastonbury'l*'est Penard

M.D.C, West Horingto4 Street, Batcombe, Pyle, Cranmore

Tnmtor, Bristol, Dttch€*, Bowlish" Castle Cary, Midmmer Nortorl
tounremouth

Frome, Coxley, Butleigfu Morlynclf 1f Budley, W Cornptorq Shipham,

Wmtbury Sub Mendip, Bratton Seyrnors, Kenton Mandervill.g,

Itrornhlottm, W Bradlery, Trowbridge, Bnrto*, Keyn*lxurL Gurney Slade,

Ailhampto4 Stoney Stratton" Streton'on The Fosse, Sonrertorl
Doumhead, Leigtr, Shgborne, Sprkford..

ht€rnarioilsl

0thers.

Allremrarks rrade in the visitors book are esremely positive, nwly of thern urg€ us to continue to provide

thi$ kifld of ascess to the arts. All visitors were inrpressed uith the standard ofwork urany surprised to find

itinthe centre of Stre,pton Mallet. Over 50Yo ofvisitors wene from Shepton Mall€t approximately 109/c were

frornattn milo catchrnent area l57o fiom within a 40 - 6O mile cctsbment area and 5olo from furthsr afield.

Ihe total figures have bea adjusted taking into account one signat<rry psr group of visitors or pairs and

imlude those peopte not signirg the visitors book. It woutd be appropriate to say that footfall in the town

€ntr€-was increased by at least 5O0 ortra pmple during the event.

t9
l5
11

30
16

5

16

i8

t4

19

15

l1
i0
I
5

4

20 25



Paintings...
Ceramics...

SSTIMATfiN INCO}IE

SALES

Regeaaation

nuurber

1

1

sub total2

Open Sxhibition totals

number
5

10

17

31
a
J

sub total64

Combincd Exbibitisn

Commision

s11
f,5

sub total f,16

sale prioe

sub total f,

sale price

t540.

s310.

t373
f57
f48.

sub total f1:?

total Number of works sold 66

Amount t0 ertists f'126?.60

Number of artists rnaking sales 14

Commision
f73
t32
t88

. f11.40
Void

sub total !2o4.4o

Total comrnision taken gZZ$'49

Total sales turnover 9148&0

Submision Fee toial *'145

Artist Participation Rcgeneration

Number of artists 22

Number of works 53

Number of schools rePresented 3

Work includd : Sculparre, Cerarniss, painting, Drawirtg, Priat, Photography' Furnifure, Installation and

Poetry

Numkrof a4ists 47

Number ofworks estimated 160

Number of schools rePreseirted I

Artist partfuiPation Sur*mcr OPen



Menbcrship IHails

Fourt@ newnrenrbersjoined &ring the period of the o<hibition. Many Beople $rowd aniatereg in

b€codrir€ more invofircd vrith tk'gro$p. S$scrip,tims tstsl f14S.

Ilonatiom

Four drys into the evsrt an op€n donations collectioa nat star*ed, This ar€mgd g9-f10 per day, it was

nstedthat mny dunatisns,were ia t}re rogisn ef $,1 each. fu vi€w of tle fact tlrat tbis rlras 8tr admission &e
gye{S rm$ ppk urere freely {o{ftfug dwtioas without alry Prc*&#il*€. ' '

Prus Cover*ge

Imal press coverag3 of the €vent was y€[y gd $,ith *r* lead is articles over the previous three weeks to

thorent, throe dwing and ore foflow up in colour. An advertiserr€nt thanking sponsors was also

commissiond.

Regiscal pfiess cov€rags was less tlrarl'ryectd however an advert was cCImmis*iond with folio magazine

md reteasd to an alrdieirre of ?5,S0. Tbe Fosse Way and Blackmore vale mesazines also covercd thg

€ryent.

Radio intervievrs were broadcast p'rior to the event.

Spoasors

Location Gencre$iss ttrough Wci Gtn sryplid and assisted in the fitting of sp* lights.

The Staffof Bg6ys Bailk zupported us throughout the errent with cleming resourc,es and last rninute

photocopykqg.

Mendip District Couqcil dorsted the use <f an ovtrM prqirctor erd assisd with the photocopying of
extra posters.

Mnlberry donated cloth and cardboard tuks

SWIB connectd esenut el€ctricity s4ply free of clurgs

Perkins Wihon connwted intemd electrical supply

Iandtods of &e Rd Lfu)tr sarpplied rent free acaotffidation lor the evenfi.

$tAndrews Prur discountd prfu* ct*s-

Bhor Homes zupplied mncret€ blocks and Herris Fencing

Shcpton Town Council good will and urpport.

Other local businesses were higlrly zupportive of the exhibition nxrny being *iiling to display posters and

advstiprnents in prominent places Much good wilX and suppo* was farthcorning during ths ev€nt includ-

ing discounted accounts..



Exlribition Team

This exhibition would rct have bea poscible witlrcnrt the dedication,and herd work of the exhibition teara

and the combination of voluntary and paid work that was put.iato it including the stev"srdship of theewnl

Payments for this sirhibition have been mlcrdafed rngre,as tokens to cover co$s" not at professionat

commercid rateq these would have been Sl50 per dayper aaist. In view ofthe fact that our applicatientt

a grant of f3$00 from Mendip Arts and Ls*sffe to col/er our one year programme { regew,r*ion md nn
ner d7gr1" i*tv&d ) wa3 rst s:cmofirl, paym€r$s c€il be rnade to coYer costs from our rernainiag funds a

marteiqg budgets. hfi€rnb€rs of the tqasrsre wi$iqg ts put in a volu*ary el€nnq$ towards tlrcir cor*tftutir

but as pr**i"itrg profmsional artists it iqnot acceptable:or sustainable that they be expected to oarry the fu

costs.

Ydm*rY unPnkl cont'ributions

Include :

Zena poilsrd : Comunity tir*s, Cornrnunicarion, FacifrtatirorL Adminisration and Comrnercial expertise.

Greemc Srigley: Support with exhibition build and data base collation

NciI Shearn : Accountiag and administratiolt

Jen Tnrman : Exhibition lrying

Stewards

Erhibition including : administration, prcperation, run*ing and dispqntle

funding sourice fimdins sourrc

Menrbers & Marketing ilsembers & Beftry low

JeffBody : Build, Logisric$, Resources,

Transpor! Hangi*g llandling, Exhibition
Infrastnfffirrg Re&eshments,

Teresa Body : Build, Hardling, Hanging and

display.

Aadrtry Ecaon : Buil{ Logisics, Planing,

Resource, Handling Hangiog; Display,

Presentatioq Managarlmt Design.

C'hri*tcen Lcster : Administration
M O N D A Y studio : Administr*tion,
Promotion, Stationary and Organisatloa.

Pettr Osborue : Build, Transport, Plumbing

Jo Stevens : I{anging and Administration
Amnnda Sutton :Handling Hanging, Schools

liaison.

s200

f50

.s50

f200

J100

$50

950

Total.....f2O0 Total........f,550

Fuding aceess€d internalty from Exlribition sales, Better Towns Budgd, Ivlrketing Budgetr hd€mb€rdq

and Submission Fees
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SI{EPTON MALLET SCULPTIIRE GROUP
A shortlist of initial sites

The w*ter cours€ of the River Sheppy :

The River Sheppey has a number of sites along its banks that lend themselves to site specific works. It may be
possible to make an in-depth study of these sites. It may be possible to involve in different ways the various
land owners along its banks" Flaces of crossing or a close relationship with highways and byways are sites of
particular value and interest. From its source at St Aldhems Well through Shepton Mallet passing Wells and
merging with the other rivers and irrigation system of the levels,the Sheppy is an important part of the history
and development of Shepton Mallet and a much abused valuable asset to the town, it could play a much more
prominent role in the future.

The Fosse Way and other paths and byways :

Shepton mallet provides an ideal starting point for many walks and journeys into the surrounding countryside
and beyond. Rural walks can begin from the centre of town via a net work of alleys and walkways that evolve
naturally into rural settings. There is a need to study, map and mark the relationships that occur and through the
use of points of visual reference and interest ( not necessarily you are here representational literalism) enhance
the spatial awareness and experience.

The Viaduct:
The open area in the vicinity of the Viaduct and the water course of the Sheppy. It was recognised that this site

I would be appropriate not only for visual and tactile reference points, including object based sculpture but would

5 ideally accommodate a spatial installation using light. This site has an added value in respect of having
interior as well as exterior aspects, it could be a site of major importance and attraction. An important aspect is
that the viaduct can be viewed f,rom a distance as well as from close by. This site has still to be properly
explored but the potential is enormous.

I The Derelict Orchard and Garden "

I Leading of Edengrave lane and adjacent to the Electricity Sub Station is an area that would be appropriate for a
public garden with possible water feature, There is evidence to suggest that in the past this area had running
water under it. This may have been the site of an under ground sewer or water collection point i.e": mill pond
further research and possible exploratory excavations will reveal more. This is an important site as it would
provide a valuable open community green space near the centre of town. This project would be ideal for the
providing of a community led project that would compliment and interact with the development of the derelict
Lowerlane site and the Edengrove path.

The Derelict Area beside Lower Lane :

This are.a at present appears to be a communal dumping site for scrap and domestic garden waste. It would be
appropriate to provide a controlled collection and disposal provision. A pilot,community compost scheme may
wo* here, this could initially provide valuable compost for the community garden park. A recycling collection
point could also be provided. The site lends itself to a Bicycle pick up and drop of rack and could also
accommodate a badger line stop and shelter. The River Sheppy at this point is covered and cauld be opened up
as a feature.

Collett Park:
This open area of public space would be ideal fcr temporary, transient and permanent works of sculpture and
could in microcosm reflect the other sites of the town. It is an ideal Open Air Performance Art Backdrop.

The Dismantled Railway Line^
This site is the main site that the group has focused on and work has been progressed to the point ol
drawing up an integrated project and listing of proposals. lntensive initial investigations and Multi disciplinary
meetings have prioritised this site. Refer to The Old Railway Line Document.



SHI:PTON MALLET

Site Speci{ic Environmental Sculpture

From 22nd January - l3th March 1998

This initirsl document is intencled ta form the focus ftx discussian, debate and record the .ftndings thus fcrr
of the Shepton Mallet Sutlpture Group.

Introduction & Context :

The interdisciplinary nature of the Arts Profession, has a breadth of understanding, methodology and
practice that ranges from : object based form to spatial awareness and conceptual reaiisation. It is with this
understanding and its application that artists act as catalysts of change on many different levels, and can
make an important and fundamental contribution to the well-being and quality of life. An holistic approach
can accommodate both transience and permanence, the collective and the individual , it is with this approach
that the sculpture group has embarked on this project.

The Shepton Mallet Sculpture Group members included : Geof Body, Peter Bolton, Andrew Henon and
Michael Jones.

lt was decided from the first meeting of this group that a local perspective and insight, complimented by an

outside perspective and overview would be an appropriate way of formulating ideas and thinking. A strong
and positive group dynamic has evolved. A number of site visits and walks were undertaken to establish and

explore the potential possibilities that a number of sites within Shepton Mallet could provide.

A series of site meetings, investigative studies and meetings with Mendip District Council Departments and
Officers were also held inorder to liase, gather and share information as part of the research.

Initial investigative studies:

From an initial overview, a shortlist of sites has been identified and compiled in-order that energies may be

focused and work progressed Although the sites listed could be actioned individually with a true sense of
place and site specifics, it is important to maintain an overall synergy between them. [t was identified at an

early stage that the range of possibilities and opportunities within Shepton Mallet were extensive. These

studies could form the basis from which a number of proposals and projects could be developed over time. A
sustainable and long lasting process of ongoing dynamics could grow from each project.

Summary, ways forward and recommendatio*s :

The local, Regional, National and International context is an important element to the work being
undertaken. The Shepton Mallet initiative compliments and could make a valuable contribution to other
initiatives in the region i.e.; Wells,Glastonbury, East Mendip and Frome for example. Local initiatives could
grow, boundary interactions and connections made. This project has the potential to be developed in so

many different ways that it will be necessary to co-ordinate activities in a flexible and open way. Lines of
communication with all sections of the community need to be opened up further. An ongoing fund-raising
process would need to be initiated with inbuilt sustainability. One in depth proposal has been developed that

could be regarded as a working case study, elements of which could be adopted and developed at other

sites. This proposal called 'The Dismantled Railway' forms part of this initial feedback report. A total of ap-

proximately 100 working research hours have been devoted to this project thus far. The level of commitment

to its actualisation remains high.



The Dismantled Railway

A Site Specific Sculpture Proposal

The Shepton Mallet Sculpture Group

Introduction and context :

An important element to this proposal is that it is ajcurney that will involve people from within the community
and the region as it unfolds. An important part of any journey is the starting point and destination point,
however the journey itself can be of equal value without any expectation on outcome other than the experience
itself One may be journeylng from A- B on matters of great importance but what may be of real value is the
chance meeting of another or a reflective experience encountered on the way. This proposal sets out to enable
an environment in which the many needs ofthe users will be catered for. Visual points of reference can lead to a
spatial experience. The spatial experiences encountered on a walk can change ones perceptions and ways of
thinking in the words of Paul Devereux" An Earth that walks me"

This proposal aims to enhance the experience of the journey, and provide not only interest but a real
involvement in its process and actualisation.

Site Specifics :

The Dismantled Railway is at present used as a pathway and it is proposed to include a cycleway. It may be
necessary to divide the usage or widen the existing pathway to cater for the mixed use. The section of The
Dismantled Railway that this proposal refers to, runs from the Mendip Council Car Park to Whitstone Road.
With a number of sites along its length and the additional sites at either end.

Sites Include:

3.

4.

5.a
5.b
6.

7.

E

9.

10.

11.

12.

l3
14.

The sar park itself and the bridge under canards grave road with &ccess to bus services at this point.
The proposals fcr the change of use of the maintenance yard at this point are important and would be a
major site, and an important feature to the journey into town.
The Canards Grave Road Access.
Collett Park, Entrance, Boundary, Trees, Bank, Waterway,
Tunnel ofTrees
First crossing Arch
Main Crossing Point
Second Crossing point
Path Divide
Someriet Close, Allyn Saxon Drive and Yeomanry Way
Allotment Gardens
New Build Estate Development
The Whitstone Road access and continuation point.
Fossil, Archaeology, Stone and Spatial Constructs, Making Your Mark
The Path Continues

The Boundaries and Neighbouring community " include

a. Mendip District Council Ofifrces

b. Collett park

c. New Build Estate
d. Residents of Somerset Close, Allyn, Yeomans Way and Saxon Drive
e. Residents of Whitestone Road



The Dism*ntled Railway

Site Specific Sculpture Proposal

Site Specifics : ln more depth

L The Mendip District Council Oflices Car Park.

An Artist to be appointed to the design team for this development on a percent for art basis. lt is important that

a careful study and design process and methodology be applied to this site. The relationship between the

proposed Sculpture project and the opportunities to integrate schemes is of crucial importance. An artists

perspective may prove invaluable at an early stage. This is a valuable sportunity to apply a Multi disciplinary

approach at the onset rather than commission an artist at considerably greater cost both financially and concep*

tually in order to problem solve at a later date. Artist consultation would be costed at the comm*nity involve-

ment rate.

2. The Maintenance yard .

As with the Car Park the same issues and approach can apply. These two projects could be integrated. An

important relationship with Collett Park and this site exists. Any proposal for the development of this site could

tafe advantage of the openness of the space and the interactions of the different uses and activities of people as

they move to and from the town centre.

3. The Canards Grave lload f,ntrance.

This entry and access point is an important site, serving the residence of Canards Grave Road and could in the

future be an acc€ss point for Cycles. It is proposed to place aa archway between the existing two mature trees

to emphasise the entry. The archway that is proposed could be a Combination of new planting supported by a

frame. It is intended to replace the existing mature trees once they have reached the point of being a hazard to

traffic, thraugh the process of decay. Whilst these trees are standing they would provide valuable protection lbr
new growth.

4. Collett Farh EntrancerBoundary, Trees , Sank and Waterway.

From the Dismantled Railway one has views across Collett park. These views could be enhanced and ernpha-

sised with the planting of willow or Lime Tree arches, and the training, pruning or pleaching of existing rnature

trees. The bank that slopes down towards the park is ideal for sculptures that draw the interest and thereby in-

crease awareness of the path. The carving of stcne figurative work and the carving of a green man on the stump

ofa dead branch is proposed along this stretch.

A water feature flow fornr, could be built that would help puriS and enhance the waterway, replacing the old

drain pipe, this is an important site in need of a sensitive and practicai approach. The inherent beauty of this site

could bi brought to the for. At this point steps either side of the path could be provided the area is suffering

from erosion due to pedestrian traffic from a right of way oil one side and access to the park on the other.

Collett park itself could be the site of more transient works" Tree Dressings or Removable Installations for

example. As a meeting space it is also able to accommodate srnaller spac€s within it. As a community event and

6pen space it is a valuable resource. More permanent sculptures to celebrate the communal ownership of this

precious open space could be commissioned or evolve *om within the community.

The unsightly boundaries to both the park, housing and fields on the opposite side, are to be considered- The

boundary with Collett park could be seen as of no value serving little or no purpose, it could be

decommissioned, however the posts thernselves could become a feature and may be wcrth enhancing.

A communal hedge could replace a dangerous array of security measures. a blackthorn could adequately do the

job required.



5. a: Tunnel of Trees

As the natural arching of trees already occurs a$ one proceeds towards the first crossing point, A series of new

plantings would enhance an existing feature and prepare for its continuation in the future. With additional
arches to the Collett Park Boundary unexpected views or wayside resting places could be created. T'rees such

as Lime that lend themselves to pleaching would be appropriate.

5. b: F-int Crassing Arch

This marks a change in the nature of the path and the entry and exit to the tunnel of trees. It is a wooden

archway to support the growth of new planting and the planting of two young trees that would follow the

course of the arch as they grow.

6. The Main Crossing Point

This site is a natural break in the trees where a foot path crosses the main path. Four natural wayside stopping

points are created. the nature of the path changes and one becomes aware of a levelling of offthe land, betbre

banks begin to replace the drops encountered earlier. The footpath that crosses the main path leads fiom and to

the New Build Site on one side and an entrance to Collett park on the other. Some reminders of the past remain

in situ i.e" Railway Rails used as fence posts, these could be enhanced and preserved. A further reference to the

past would be made by the laying down of R.ailway Sleepers and the creation of a crossing. Each of the ltlur
corners <lf the crossing would have seating provided by the further use of more Sleepers. Dry Stone Walling

and new planting would create sun traps and shade throughout the day.

7. Second Crossing pcint

A L.ittle way firrther along the main path the banks to either side begin tc develope fully. Belore the divide of
the main path is a smaller crossing point. As with the main crossing it follows the line of an old right of way and

leads to and liom the New Build and housing on the other side. This sight lends itself to a smaller versiott of the

previous crossing and marks the beginning of the path divide. An appropriate marking of this divide with earth

and stone would herald and physically determine the divide. This could be constructed with the use of available

materials with stone and lbssils from the New Build Site.

8. Path Divide

The main path naturally divides at this point and to further encourage people to explore and actively take

alternative roots a number of wayside markers are proposed. The wayside markers or segmented wooden

totems w<iuld be made in collaboration with local schools who would take part in their design and productiolr

Further earth movement and the creation and enhancement of existing banks would increase the use of this

divide. Cycles would be encouraged to use the main path and walkers the smaller and quieter root. An

increasing amount of stone appears and it would be appropriate to use this in the strengthening of the

earhwork.

9. Somerset Close, Allyn Saxon Drive and Ytomanry Way"

Community involvement starts here and can be incorporated along the length of the journey. Access paths have

already been created through from these roads an unsupervised and unregulated coilection point lbr gardut

waste and dumping is developing. Proper facilities in the form of communal compost or recycling collection

points would contain and redirect this activity. The creation of a communal garden access and seating would

be ideal 'l'he Residents of this area would be involved in the creation of the communal spaces fiom concept ttl

actualisation.

10. The Allotment Gardens
The creatir:n of a communal hedgerow and the involvement of tenants in the new planting w<luld bc startccJ



11. The New Build Estate

Communal acce$s paths and seating areas can be created as part of the design scheme, from an early stage it is
necessary to open up lines of communication with this developmenl inorder to share and interrelate the two
projects. Site specific sculptures would act as features to existing, new and proposed development. New

planting schemes need to be in keeping and context with the Main Pathway proposals.

12. The Whitestone Road Access and Continuation Point

This site acts as a resting and starting point. It is proposed to plant a scre€n of various trees and shrubs to pro-

vide a sound barrier to Whitestone road. Within the shelter ofthis screen a secondary arrangement of earth

works and dry stone walling would create irurer quite spaces. An Archway of iron and wood supporting new

planting will create an entry. A large waymarker or mile stone with carved compass, root map, orientaticn and

sun dial adds a focus, provides valuable inibrmation, and context.

13. Fossils, Archaeology, Stone and Spatial Constructs

Throughout this proposal references can be made to the past the present and the future. The use of available

resources from the immediate and local region are to be considered in preference to the importation of re-

sources from further afield. With the exception of materials relevant to manufacturing processes historically

used or those in use at pre$ent. The use of permanent and transient spatial constructs can define the spatial ex-

perience enhancing its qualities and the processes of the experience. An important element to the proposal is the

enabling of people to Make Their Own Mark Consiously or Subconciously and to relate to the Marks made by

others.This may be facilitated and incorperated throughout the proposal in different ways.

14. The Path Continues

Connections at the Whitestone road entrance need to be continued towards the proposed new railway connec-

tion and the other walkways and cycleway connections. The Dismantled Railway Proposal does not stand as an

isolated project but as an inter-related part of a much larger vision. It can however be a valuable start and make

a groundbreaking contribution towards the realisation of other initiatives.

Community Invalvement :

As Artists the most valuable contributions that we make to any community are: A Different Perspective.

lnspirational Energy, lnnovation, Creativity, Insight, Catalysts For Change, Focus and Motivation-

Artists may be commissioned by a community to provide for a need, a service or the production of an artet-act.a

focus for celebration or memory, the creation of an experience or a space. Any culture can be accessed throLrgh

the study of its.crafts or works of art. Much of Contemporary Art Practice today mirrors the transience ard

deconstruction of the time. There may be very little evidence or reference to our present day culture to be

found by future archaeologists but the value to the people in the presont can be worthwhile and sustainerl

Through : Schools, Youth service, Clubs. Associations, lnstitutions, Commerce" Industry, Agencies and grotrps

Each of these projects within this proposal enable different levels of involvement throughout the commuttity

The economic, social, environrnental and ecological aspects of the proposal relate in many different ways ttr

agenda 2l and its implementation in a positive and valuable way. This proposal can be considet'ed educational

and a learning resource, It can be accessed by many disciplines and be interdisciplinary in application. lt iryill

proyide a valuable recreational ancl alternative transport resource. Contmunity involvement rvith this proposal is

integrated and may trans{brm or influence outcomes.

It is intended that this docum€nt forms a starting point from which projects can grow and

is intended to be the focus for debate and further discussion and development-



The Disrnantled Railway

Site Specific SculPture FroPosal

The Sheplon Mallet Sculpture Group

ESTTMATED COSTINGS ANd SPECIFTCATION
Rough draft to he amended produced 17th March 1998

PHASE 2

FOUR @ f150 each

Total S600

DESCRIPTION

Willow Arches

Entrance Way Arches

Single Crreen Man

Tunnelof Willows

Stone Carved
Embankment figure

Carved Oak Tstem

Main Crossing

Wayside seating

Secondary Crossing

Scrap Gates

Carved Sleeper

Path Divide" Totems
Wayside markers

Dry Stone Walling

Fossil and congiomerate
stone spatial constructs

Ficw Forrn

Make Your Mark

PHASE 1

TWO @ f,200 each
Total f4S0

1200 each

ll00

f.140

f100 Materials

f500

t500

f,60 each Materials

f,400

*,200 each

s300

f300 each
Instaiiatian lncluded

f .)nnA
&LVVV

S,350 each

T,IUU

f120 per day

s1000

+ ttttttt

@ $300 each

praduction

s600

s,400

r 3000

f,800

f200 materials

PHASE 3

EICHT @ Il00 each

Total1800

Sl20 each

lnstallation

s140

f600

T4UU

Installation Not included

s2000
lnstallation Not included

i2000
lncluding installation

Installation "€120
each

fTnn

s500
Including installation

f,5000

s360
Instailation included

t120
Installation

srno

f?Rn

f200

All projects involving artist and cammunity based initiatives, the rate of f 120 per day plus materials appiy

Artists preparation time is payable at the same rate as community based initiatives Time varies between

projects. Each part of the proposal can be costed in rnore depth.
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ln the Market Place

Feasibility study forWells' Mendip and Surrounding Region

Funded in PartnershiP with

Wells City Council, Mendip District Council and the Monday Studio

MONDAY STUDIO
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